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EVENING. DECEMBER 19, 11)07.
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Willard. N. M.. Dec. 19, 12 o'clock.
(Sp:liU.) Governor. Curry and
party reached here on time and are
taking dinner at the Willard hotel.
The reception here was equally as
enthusiastic aa at Los Lunas and Belen but scarcely equal to the ovation
At this
received at Mountainalr.
thriving city on Abo Pass, a commitprominent
tee of
citizens tried to
hold the train.
The governor said that the party
would go straight through to Itos-we- ll
and make stopa at all towns
along the line when en route back.
Jeff Koberts, the engineer on the
train, sent word to Gov. Curry that
an 'old friend would like to see him
on the engine.
The governor went
to the engine and recognised Roberts
as an old friend of his boyhood days.
KooenUon at llosweU.
Train la running on time and it la
expected that governors party will
reach the Pecos valley metropolis by
10:45 o'clock this evening. A telephone message was received at Willard that If the train was on time
at Texico and would probably reach
Roswell on time, a reception com
mittee would await the arrival of
the party.
Tomorrow wilt be spent at Ros- well and possibly Saturday as the
governor Is desirous of seeing some
of the valley in the vicinity of the
citv. This Journey into the country
will be made in automobiles.
The
return trip will be made on Sunday.
11 rut Train Over Itoad.
The following is a graphic desthrough
cription of the country
which the new road runs and opens
up to the commercial interests of
Albuquerque by a man who went
through on the first train:
"For many years 'the east and the
vest of New Mexico have longed
and waited for the time when they
could visit each other as neighbors
and run over for & day Instead of
packing for a long trip, and go
around through two or three states.
For two years the consuniatlon of
that hope has aeemed so near and
yet like the ignus fatus has vanished
when the moment of realization
drew near. But all things come to
those that wait and Wednesday
morning
the first
train steamed out of the station at
Albuquerque, and a goodly crowd of
us were off for an epoch-makin- g
trip and a trip that does not come
but once to many, the first trip over
a brand new railroad.
"Through Isleta and on through
Loa Lunas and to Belen the trip was
uver the old line of the Santa Fe
down the Rio tJrande. At Helen we
which
struck the new road bed
make a junction at this point with
Die El Paso line. The Eastern railway of New Mexico crosses the El
Paso branch of the Santa Fe here
and continues on to connect about
thirty miles west at Rio Puerco with
the California line of the Santa Fe
railwny.
"At Helen John Becker and the
Santa Fe railroad have started In
t
make a city and from the looks
of the splendid old valley farms
surrounding the town and the push
of the new buildings going up with
I lie
extensive railway Improvements,
of the plan seems quite
the ufct
assured.
"The old mill which began grounding wheat and corn forty years ago.
is yet doing business and Is one of
the prominent buildings to be noted.
Ttireo new hotels can also be seen,
y
and also a number of
structure. Here the first of the
trans-territo-

ry

two-stor-

-
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Admiral Toqo Expressed Himself Bonaparte. Himself. Would Hang
Them-DoctAdmit Habitual
as Pleased All Japanese Ce
Criminals Should Be. But
lebrities Express Friendly
Fear the Country Is Not
Feelings Toward trie)
Ready for It Just Yet.
United States.
ors

,

Toklo, Japan,
Dec.' 19. "Japan
heartily welcome the American
flet ot battleships to the Pacific if
It be decided to extend the trip in
this direction."
We hope the fleet will have a suc
cessful and safe voyage and Ameri
cans everywhere may rest assured
that should the fleet decide to visit
the far east'ho place will It receive a
heartier welcome than in Japan.
Foreign Minister Viscount Hayasht
In making the above statement to the
Associated Press today voiced the
sentiment of the whole Japanese people. The news of the actual sailing
of the fleet only reached the people
today and caused aosolutely no excitement.
Admiral Count Togo also expressed hlmrelf as pleased that the fleet
had started for the Pacific and
promised a warm greeting to the
American sailors If eventually they
came to " Japanese ports, a number
of other exclusive Interviews were
given the Associated Press by statesmen and prominent oltlsens, all of
whom expressed a most friendly
reeling towards the United States and
hope the fleet will visit Japanese waters. Aldng with those Interviewed
wei-- .Minister of the Navv Admiral
Saltpald, Prince ' Ito, Resident Gen
eral or Korea, ana tne privy council,
lor Viscount.
Count Okuma, leader of the pro
gressiva part or japan, former pre
tfUr Marquis Katsura. Baron fihtbu
havu: one of the most ni eminent bus
iness men of Japan, Mr. Mindura of
the Fochl, the leading opposition pa
per, and Mr. Ikebe, chief editor of
the AsahL '

Chicago , Dec.
It. The Tribune
says: An underground
movement.
which has aa its object the electing
of Attorney General Charles
J.
Bonaparte, to the presidency Is In
progress.
There Is no evidence to Indicate
that Bonaparte himself Is aware of
what the proceedings of the campaign managers are. They are phy
sicians.
The Issue Is extermination of
Criminal Classes."
1
The physicians propose to. confine
habitual criminals In asylum prisons for life.
Bonaparte, as he has made known
In speeches, would hang them. The
physicians
admft
that habitual
criminals should be hanged but they
are afraid that the country Is not
ready for this.
The movement Is being conducted
by confidential correspondence.

will

erected for
railroad improvements
the accommodation of this new line
is to be seen.
The largest building
is an eighteen stall concrete round
is
house which
located east of the
track and somewhat south of the
main part of town. The Commercial club, with many of the townspeople were at the depot to see the
train whose whistle tells them such
a rosy story of the future of thetr
city as a junction for two main
lines of the greatest railway in the
United States. Among the number
were John Becker, C. M. Wells, Dr.
W. D. Radcllffe. Hugo Miller. Wm.
M. Berger, and many others.
"A mile out of Belen the road
crosses a great steel bridge spanning
the Rio Grande. The ascent to Abo
pass begins at the east end of this
bridge and for thirty miles the road
climbs, winding across the mesa,
through
artificial
rock gorges.
across gigantic cement bridges, over
nils,
until at last It
immense earth
mounts the pass and glides into the
picturesque Estancla, valley.
The
work In Abo canyon tells of years of
cause
work and the
of delay of Its
completion.
"We crossed seven cement bridge
In the canyon alone. Many of the
cuts are forty feet deep and there
are tills eight feet high. In many
places, the road finds a bed of solid.
rock eiong shelves blasted in the
mountains.
Mountainalr.
thirty-tw- o
"Mountainalr,
about
miles from Belen is most approuri
ately named. Here indeed is the
'Ozones City.'
The
is
altitude
about S00 feet and it la surrounded
by fine growths of cedar. Juniper
ana pine trees which abound on the
slope of this mountain
eastern
range. Here John W. Corbett, the
newspaper
man and builder
veteran
of many towns, has at last found his
soul's Ideal and with his family re
side on a fine piece of land, which
he Is improving at his home. He Is
also engaged in the real estate and
Insurance business and holds the of
fice of county surveyor of Torrance
county, h. Li. Hanlon Is the post
master and ftinta Fe a sent.
"Mountainalr doubtlei-has had the
best building advantages of any new
town in New Mexico.- To the north
are located two saw mills which
furnish lumber at about half the
luraberprlce which other towns pay.
The lumber has only to be hauled
about twelve miles. Most of the ties
tor me new railroad were brought
from, the mountains and loaded at
this point. The Mountainalr hotel,
J. A. Clark, proprietor, the line livery
barn of J. 8. Cravens, the lumber
yard of J. H. Rhoades. and many
other new business buildings can be
seen from the new depot. The Mc
Coy company has a large general
store in Mountainalr.
WUIanl
"It Is down hill to Willard, fifty
miles from Belen, the ambitious little
city which because of its betasJunctlon point with the Santa Fe
Central railway, and has many other
natural advantages, aspires to. be the
leading city of the Estancla valley,
The new concrete depot here is an
exact counterpart of the depot at
xexico, ana is a two-stomission
style building
one hundred
and
twenty feet In length. Here also are
to be seen the pumping plant of the
railroad which furnishes
water for
not only Willard but pumps water
tor the stations east all the way to
Vaughn. A pipe line Is laid which
carries an abundant supply of water
of the very purest.
"The population of Willard is now
close to eight hundred and the altitude is 6,200 feet. Here John Beck
er has helped to build another town,
owning most of the townslte when
the town began to build. He Is also
a partner of Charles Ilfeld in the
large wholesale and retail house of
the Willard Mercantile
company.
The next largest mercantile estabIs
lishment
that of Wilbur A. Dun-lav- y,
whose stock of merchandise
would do credit to any city.
"Willard has a wlueawake commercial club of which E. P. Davis, the
leading legal light of Torrance county Is president, F. Walrath secretary,
and John T. Kelley Is perhaps the
main guy.
The Torrance County
Savings bank. II. B. Jones, presi
dent Duncan McGlllivray, vice
dent, and K. P. Davies, cashier, has
its own tins building on the best corner of the town and is doing a good
business.
"From the many signs on the windows and storeroom fronts one gathers that every kind of business has
Its creditable representative, and in
many cases two or three stores of
the same class. There are several
hotels one of which, the Willard hotel, is managed by W. W. Piper. An
drug store Is owned by
Dr. W. A. Wilson, who with his
partner. Dr. C. D. Ottoson, does the
medical act for the town.
Vaughn.
"There are no stations of note be- -
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PILGRIMAGE

Whole Territory Is Enthusiastic Over Coming ol Big Irrlga- Lunas and Belen Pledge Support-Seco- nd
Hon Congress-L- os
Cut-OfMaking Schedule Time f
Train on
The Story of Man Who Made the First Trip.
Snwial)
Belen. X. M., Dec. 19.
Onboard the train carrying Oov.
interin
to
Roswell
party
Curry and
est of the National - Irrigation congress. Governor's party arrived in
Belen on schedule time and was gtv-- n
a warm reception by a large delegation of Belen people, and entertained while the train stopped. This
the last telegraph station between
Albuquerque and Willard.
Kvery member of the rarty I In
good spirits and there la little doubt
as to the success of the pilgrimage.
Helen has promised substantial assistance to Albuquerque in caring for
the big congress.
At Los Lunas a number of prominent people met the train andGov-a
general handshaking resulted.
ernor Curry met a large number of
friends at both places, some of whom
cnlled him "George." Dos Lunas will
aid in caring for the big congress. In
a way befitting the means of the
people of the town ana the surrounding eountry.
The train, which is the feeond one
to leave Albuquerque over the new
road. Is composed of two .well warmed coaches and a baggage car.
iln the party besides Governor Curry are Col. W. . Hopewell, chairman of the board of control of the
Irrigation congress; U.. 8. Marshal C.
M. Foraker, teoloinAa Luna, Amado
Chaves, John March, Dr, J,' TVIrtj
W. F. Brogan and H. B. Hen-tn-

-
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ATTEMPT MADE TO TRY VARIOUS COMMlTTEESlCO'IGRESSBlGGEST EVER
DIVORCE

CASE IN

ANNOUNCED

BY

BROUGHT TO THE
SOUTHWEST

III

Plaintiff In Cause Makes Pub- There Are Five Republicans Opinion of A. B. Renehan of
and Two Democrats on
Santa FeBIg Advertiselic Statement-Rea- d
Ways and Means.
ment for Territory.'
It.

FRANTZ'S

act to

LAST OFFICIAL

PARDon

a ba;:xer

a

HOUSE WILL ADJOURN
AUDI ALTERAM PARTEM
TILL JANUARY
TRY CASE IN COURT
...
?Vtha- - PubHcr
With reference to the publication
made In the Morning Journal ot the
pleadings In the suit brought by me
for divorce against my wife, pending hi the district court of the third
judicial district, before Judge Parker, 1 wish to say to the publlo that
the case will be tried in court. The
publication 'In the Morning Journal
of a complete recital of the plead'

Washington.!),

NEW MEXICO SURPASSES

6

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

l.ttoday Speakter the house- - convened
er Cannon announced , the various
committees, which are to serve during the sixtieth congress. The members of the ways and means committee are Calderhead, of Kansas; Ford-neShortly

af-

y,

of Michigan; James, of West
Virginia; Bonynge, of Colorado, and
Longworth, of Ohvo, republicans, and
Greggs, of Georgia; Paud, of North
of Texas,
ings Is coincident with the presence Carolina,
.
,
in this city of A. B. Renehan, one democrats.
of the attorneys for the defendant.
It Is another fact which the publlo
ought to know that the charges
made by the defendant In this case EFFORT BEING MADE TO
are not sworn to by the defendant
but have been sworn to by A. B.
Renehan upon Information and belief. Few reputable lawyers would
BUTTE
swear to charges of this kind upon
information and belief, and no reputable lawyer would cause them to
be published in the newspaper.
As
STRIKE
to the charges which affect me personally, and as to the whole subject, 1 simply ask the public in Albuquerque to suspend Judgment unButte, Mont. Dec. 19. Forme
til the case is tried in court. There
Is only one allegation which I care United States fUmator W. A. Clark
actively at work In an effort to
Is
to any further notice at this time,
the trouble between the labor
that is where I am charged with settle
casting aspersions upon the men union and tbe Rocky Mountain Bell
Telephone company.
and women, residents of AlbuquerHe was asked to serve as mediator
que. This is absolutely and unequivocally false, for the reason at the by the unions.
The linemen deported from Butte
very time I am charged with making them, I am making Albuquerque Tuesday were brought back yesterday
and are working under a heavy
my home and propose to make it my
home permanently, as Is well known guard.
to many citizens of Albuquerque. This
Is all I care to say at the present
time.
POPE
PIUS BESTOWS
JAMES G. DAHDEN
and-Hand--

'

(Continued oa Page

lire.)

HATS

RED

IN

Rome. Dec. 19 Pope Pius X today personally conducted publlo
which was attended by thousands of invited persons, Including
many Americans. After bestowing the
Red Hat the 1'ope embraced each
new cardinal.
con-Hl:ot-

OF

OSCAR SOLEMNIZED
.Stockholm,

Iec.

19.

The body of

the late King Oscar of Sweden, who
died Dec. 8, was interred at noon
church,
today at Rlddarholm
the
burial place of all Swedish kings and
heirs, with a ceremony of simple
which was aoceutuated
by widespread evidences of popular
sorrow.

JOHN SHARPE

lc

;

PUBLIC

WILLIAMS

WORSTED IH FIGHT
Washington, D. C, Dec. 11. immediately after the house adjourned
today Representatives John Sharp
Williams of Mississippi and Deur-monof Missouri became engaged
In a personnl encounter on the Hour
f the house. They closed in and
dealt each other several blows.
Friends hnally separated them. Will-lam- s'
fare was streaming with blood.
d,

A. n. Usc.in.;k tiromtncti uttor
ney ot Santa Fe, and an enthusiastic
believer In advertising the inexhaust
ible resources of (New Mexico, says
that the meeting or the National irrigation congress, which will be held
in tme city next uctoDer, is tne Dig'
est thing ever brought to the south
west. Mr. Renehan, who was in the
city yesterday on legal business, at
tended a meeting of the board of
control of the congress yesterday at
ternoon and made a brief address
before the meeting.
After the meeting, Mr. Renehan
said:
"The coming of the Irrigation con- frem to Albuquerque Is a ormaster
the
stroke for the development
territory. New Mexico has been for
an un
so many years practically
known uuantity in our national re
sources, and Its ability to produce ag
ricultural wealth has been so uttie
appreciated, largely because of the
modesty of our people, that the coming of the' congress Is in effect a
throwing open of the doors and an
Invitation to the country at large,
and especially the arid west, to come
in and see what we have and what
we ean do.
"And what will we bo able to
show them? Fruit, that the boasted produots of California not only
cannot surpass, out cannot enuai lor
appearance,
alze
or lusclousntss;
and though we have no lemon or or- groves
or
other seml-tropchard
fruits, yet In apples, peaches, plums,
pears, raspberries and strawberries
we are interior to none.
in rye,
barley, oats and wheat, for height
and head, not even the fields of Oregon, Idaho or the Dakotas can bid
us take off our hats. In vegetables,
for size, our farms produce monsters. They are the best and the
largest that the world knows. All
these virtues we have kept to our- selves until now, and it Is only recently that we have learned how un-- i
just it Is to ourselves to 'hide our
light under a bushel.'
Preference of Irrigated Idmdx.
"When the excellence of our farms
and orchards is made known, as It
will be made known through the
delegates and visitors to the Irrigation congress, coupled with the fact
that Irrigated rather than temporal
lands have brought them forth,
lands to the far sea will have
First, because of
the preference.
the certainty of the crop; secondly,
because of Its quality, and thirdly,
because of the abundance of the yield
which irrigation secures.
"When the limited extent of IrriIt
gable farm lands is appreciated
behooves the knowing public to seize
to have some of
the opportunity
them before the supply Is exhausted.
New Mexico not only opens Its doors
to farmers of less favored states, but
also opens IH arms in welcome and
holds out promise to them, not ot a
bare living, but of a superabundance.
Condition of Country.
"The QJo Grande valley, from a
short distance above Albuquerque
down t a short distance below las
t'ruces. Including the marvelous Me-n- il
la neighborhood, is one continuous
garden plot. The Pecos valley, watered as It Is by antural streams and
artesian wells, blooms in possibly
grenter beauty. Kan Juan county,
with Da Plata, Las Animas and the
Kan Juan rivers, has in a very few
years been rescued from a desert and
become a great orchard. Tbe Tao
valley is veined with more streams of
fluid, than any other community within our borders, although
the streams are not as large as
those In Pan Juan county. Irrigation
la
not extensively practiced there
.

SETTLE

tween Willard and Vaughn and
Vaughn Is notable only because It is
the Junction point of the Eastern
railway and El Paso & Southwestern
railroad.
The town Is situated on
the very ridge of hills which divide
the Kstancla valley from the valley
of the Pecos and because of this water Is found only at a great depth.
There is very little here yet except
the buildings which belong to the
railroad but despite its natural disadvantages the railroad has been obliged to make its division point here
and has put up a fine concrete depot
and an elghteen-sta- ll
roundhouse. It
Is believed that water will have to
way
bepumped all the
from Willard to supply the station and railroad buildings and in fact all residents of the town.
Staked Plains.
"From Vaughn to the Pecos river
there is practically nothing of farm
or ranch to be seen and not very
much in evidence on which to build
a town. The railway passes through
the Immense sheep pasture
of J.
Wallace Reynolds, and
Otero. The land is seemingly worthless except for pasturage purposes
and the owners have little to fear
as to the entrance of colonists to
drive them from their range.
Fort Sumner.
"The Pecos river is spanned by one
of the finest steel bridges in the
west. It is built high above the river
and has so great a length of approach to the river bed that It is
practically secure from danger of
washouts. The bridge cost more than
a million dollars and was many
months In building. Across the river
are the remains of the little railroad
town of Kunnystde.
There is practically nothing left for the residents
have nearly all moved to the new
town ot Fort Sumner, abofit two

.

Irrl-ant-

life-givi-

(Continued on Pago Four.)

COLORADO

Second Instance In Oklahoma Where
Governor Freed Indicted Man

Mora

Tjried.

Is learned
0k to,l.-t- t
that, the last . official act oi
Frank Frants was to pardon H.
H. Watklns of this city, under nuJgJftM,:

today

Gov.

merous

in

indictments

connection

with the failure- - In May, 1904. of the
Citlsena" Bank ot Enid.. Watklns was
the cashier. The bank owed deposi-

MINES

tors 14,000,. and paid (3 per cent
in dividends. This U the second instance
In the history of Oklahoma
ARE CLOSING DOWN
where a pardon was granted before
.
a conviction.
Denver, Colo., Dec. 1J. Mining
conditions so far as they relate to
low grade properties from which are ABE HUMMEL DYING IN
taken base metals are very unsatis
factory, according to an article pub'
llshed In the Republican today.
HIS CEUJOCTORS SAY
At the present prices, silver, cop
per, lead and slno mines that are op
erated at a slight margin or protlt,
are losing money and the manage Convtat Lawyer's Prison Term ln
ments have been compelled to close
to Expire in a Few Weeks.
down In Ijeadvllle, Creede, Aspen,
throwing
Sllverton,
two thousand
and
New
York, Dec. 19. Abraham
men out of work already.
The mining men are optimistic. Hummel, the lawyer who is serving a
In the Blackwell'a
sentenoe
Island
however, and believe the present low
In conpenitentiary for conspiracy
prices will not continue long.
Dodge-Morse
nection with the
divorce
case, and who was one of the state's
in
chief
witnesses
the
Thaw
murder
BRYAN HAS GONE
trial, Is said to be dying from ait
.
acute kidney affection.
(Hummel' sentence Is due to exDUCK HUNTING pire
within a few weeks, but the
prison physicians express the opinion
that he will not live to be a free
Lincoln, Neb., Dec. 19. Accompa- man again. Dr. Mats of the peniW,
by
3.
Bryan,
nied
Jr.,
William
tentiary medical staff said today
this Hummel's death may be expectedthat
J. liryan will leave Uncoln
at
evening for a trip south. He will any moment.
stop at Wichita. Guthrie, Oklahoma
When first committed Hummel wa
City, and will visit Bryan, Texas, and pronounced seriously 111
was
at Galveston, where he will meet placed on a diet. It was and
the belief
Governor Campbell, of Texas. They of many at the time that he was
will spend several day hunting ducks shamming, but the prison physicians
on the gulf coast.
say he has not experienced a well
day since he was convicted.
was Hummel before whom Eve-ey- n
it Nesblt
Thaw's famous affidavit.
400 MINERS ENTOMBED
In which she told ot
the alleged-crueltieof her husband, was made
months prior to the tragedy
NEAR
PITTSBURG several
on the Madison Bquare Itoot (Jar-de- n.
The Thaw case will be retried
shortly after the holidays.
Mine Is on Fire and There Is Utile
The prisoner has been considered
Any
of
Tlieni
to
For
one of the "smoothest" lawyers In the
Cluuuw
Alive.
city
of New York. His conviction U
lioao
to have been a severe blow to
s 4 said
his pride, and his friends attribute
'
19.
Dec.
I'onnelHVllle,
Pa.,
to the humiliation he suff
his
f ered Illness
'
Four hundred miners are en- a a result of the sentence.
e tombed in the Darr mines ot
e thd Pittsburg Coal company at T
eighteen miles e LEWIS WOULD BE
ti Jacobs Creek,
of here.
f
a
Fully
hundred of them are e
a Americans and the rest princlp- - 4
OF
ally Hungarians.
A terrific explosion shook the e
vicinity of the mines at 11:30
e this morning and shortly
after e
New York, Dec. 19. J. Hamilton
e smoke begun to issue in heavy 4 Lewis
of Chicago, announced
last
e columns from the mouth ot the e
that he would accept the demmine, which is of the slope va- - e night
governor
ocratic
nomination for
of
riety.
Illinois If It was tendered him.
The mouth of the mine Is
I.ew-I- s,
new
nu
laws,"
"We
said
need
4 wrecked and this circumstance
"but sensible execution of the old
in conectlon with the fire, which '
ones."
a Is rafting Inside, prevented up to
predicted that Cannon or For
He
V 1 o'clock this afternoon any atbe the republican canditempt to rescue the men.
4 aker would
for president.
On account of the violence of e date
4
Hie
It the conservative
said
that
4 the explosion, which rent the in- party controls the conterlor of the mine and the pres- - e democratic
ray
vention
of Delaware, or Johne etice of fire, with the blocked
son of Minnesota will be the candie condition of the mouth of the
date.
Hooeevelt democrat
If
tha
e slope It Is not thought that there
rule, Bryan will be nominated.
Is much chance for the men In- 4 side.
The cause of the explo- e HCNXIXG THMXS INOKIt
known.
4 slon Is not yet
TIIK lU'lS4i UIYKK
NumlM-- r
4
4
Nearer 500.
19.
Pa.,
4
Dec.
New York, Iec. 19. The first train
West
Newton,
4
4 Iteports of the disaster at Darr ft will ,be run through
the McAdoe
tunnel under the Hudson river to4 mine received here are to the
6UU
day.
e
4 effect that there are nearer
It is expected that the tunnel
e will be open for the publlo the last
4 ment In the mine than 400.
of Juuuary.
.

'

tint tititt

t

'

(iitf MtMctilll

'

ALBUQUERQUE

01

EVENING

Tin itsn.w.

Bold Adventure ol Gen. Public, Avenger of the People's Wrongs, Bold Guardian jj8
of Us Common' Folks.

i. n7.

dec.

I

CATHOLIC PRIEST

AFtOL'T TUB TIARKST TTITNO THAT EVEU HAPPENS IV
THIS OM WOKI,I OK OURS. IS THE HIHTII OF A
NEW IDEA. ANJ THE EOHTUN A TE POSSESSOR OF A VI VP,
IiAUKIC ONE IS WORTH MOUK TO H1MSELE AN1 3IOHE TO T1IT3
WOULD THAN THE BANT A VK RAILROAD.

JOINS BAPTIST

PSYCITOI-OfJISTS- .
WHO MARK A HI SI MOSS OF SORTING
OUT IDEAS AMI SPYING INTO Till) WAYS THEY ARE
RORV. SAY THAT AFTEK YOU PASS THE A;K OF
ABOUT TWENTY. YOUR
DAYS ARE ETEIOf
OVER. IF YOU ARK STIM, OV THE TENDER SIDE OF
THIS AGE AND ARE WISE YOU MAY WISH TO

CHURCH

IDEA-BEARIN-

a Wife.

5

er

ce

HAWLEY'S

for his services; and next, to apply
the proceeds remaining over to the
payment of said debt and Interest, or
so much thereof as remains unpaid,
and the remainder, If any, to be paid
to the sold parOes, the grandtora in
said deeds; and
Whereas, there Is now due and
owing and unpaid from the makers
of said notes to the Lyndon Savings
Bank, Lyndon vllle, Vermont, the legal holder and owner of said notes the
sums of $4,000 with Interest thereon
at the rate of 7 per cent from August
2, 1907, and 10 per cent additional on
the amount of said Bum as attorney's
fees; and alfo the sum of $1,000,
with interest thereon from August
24th, 1906, and at the rate of 7 per
cent and 10 per cent additional on
said amount of principal and interest as attorney's fees; and a third
sum of $140.00, with interest thereon at the rate of 7 per cent per annum from August 2nd, 1907, and 10
per cent additional on the amount
of said principal and Interest as attorney's fee; and
Whereas, the Fald Lyndon Savings
Bank, Lyndonvllle, Vermont, the legal holder of said notes, has requested
the undersigned trustee t sell said
property for the purposes ur.d In accordance with the terms of said deed
of trust;
Now, therefore, I, M. W. Flournoy,
the undersigned trustee, in consideration of the foregoing, and by virtue of the powers vested in me by
said deed of trust, will, on January
18, 1908, at 10 o'clock in the forenoon of said day, at the front door
of the postoffice in the city of Albuquerque, County of Bernalillo, offer for sale and sell the
real estate at public auction,
to the highest and beat bidder for
cash, to pay said promissory notes:
amounting, with interest and attorney's fee to the date of sale, to the
sum of $5901.63, and for payment of
cos e of advertisement and a reasonable fee to said trustee.
M. W. FLOURNOY.
Trustee.

NOTICE.
Whereas. Darby A. Day and Elisabeth E. Day, his wife, on the 2nd
cay of August, 1906, executed and
de.'WiTed to the undersigned trustee
a certain deed of trust of that date,
which said deed of truBt is recorded
In the office of the Probate
Clerk
and
Recorder of Bernalillo
county on the 8th day of August,
1905. in book 14. page 116, records
of said Bernalillo county, by which
paid deed of trust Darby A. Day and
Elizabeth E. Day, his wife, then and
there conveyed to M. W. Flournoy,
the undesigned trustee, as party of
the second part therein tha follow
ing property situated in the County
of Bernalillo, Territory of New Mex
ico,

to-w- lt:

Lots'

the New

and

7

Mexico
to the

In block No. 50, of
Company's
Town
town, now city of

Addition
Albuquerque, In said county, as the
same is known and designated on a
map of said addition made by M. J.
Mack, C. E., and filed for record in
the office of the Probate ' Clerk and
of Bernalillo
Recorder
County on the 29ih day of December, A. D. 1882;

eleven-rooTogether with a
frame house situated on said
lots, and
Whereas, said deed of trust was
made to secure the payment of a certain promissory note of raid parties
for the sum of Four Thousand Dollars ($4,000), signed by said Darby
A. Day and Elizabeth E. Day, of even
date with raid deed of trust, payable
to the, order of the Lyndon Savings
Bank two years- - after date, with interest at the rate of 7 per cent per
toannum, payable
gether with four interest
notes of
even date with said trust deed, each
for the turn of One Hundred and
Forty Dollars ($140.00), both principal .and Interest payaoie at the
First National Bank of Albuquerque;
and
Whereas, said Darby A. Day and
Ellmbeth E. Day, his wife, on the
24th day of August. 1906, executed
and delivered a second deed of truU
of that date, which deed of trust was
recorded on the 11th day of September, 1906, in volume 13, T. D., page
286, of the records of said Bcnaltllo
County, by which deed of trust aald
parties then and there conveyed to
said M. W. Flournoy, as trustee, as
party of the second part therein, the
property; and
Whereas, said
deed
of trust was made to secure the payment of a certain promissory note of
eald Darby A. Day and Elizabeth E.
Day for the sum of One Thousand
Dollars ($1,000). of even date with
said deed of trust, payable on the
day of September, 1907, to the order
of the Lyndon Savings Bank. Interest
at the rate of 7 per cent per annum
from daU until paid; and
Whereas, both of said deeds of
trust heretofore mentioned each contained a condition therein that If the
makers of said note.3 should fail or
refuse to pay the same at maturity,
or the interest or any part thereof
when the same or any part thereof
became due and payable, according
to the true tenor, liute and effect of
aid notes, then the whole shouU
become due anu payable, and at the
request of the legal holder of said
notes, said trustee should sell all the
d
property at public
auction, to the highest bidder, at the
postoftice In the city of Albuquerque,
County of Bernalillo aforesaid, first
giving four weeks notice of the time,
terms and place of salo and a description of the properly to be fold,
by advertisement in some newspaper
published In the city of Albuquerque,
and upon said sale, to execute and
deliver a good and sufficient deed, or
deeds to the .property so old to the
purchaser or purchasers thereof, and
receive the proceeds of said sale, and
out of the proceed.- to pay, first, all
costs and expenses of executing this
trust. Including reasonable attorney',)
fees and compensation to the trustee
m

two-3tor-
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Trial Catarrh treatments are being mailed out free, on request, by
Dr. Shoop, Racine, Wis. These tests
are proving to the people without
a penny's cost the great value of
this scientific prescription known to
druggists everywhere as Dr. Snoop's
Catarrh Remedy. Sold by all dealers.

above-describ-
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HUYLERS' FINE CANDIES. SOLD
EXCLUSIVELY RY
O. A. MATSON

ADVERTISE

ISSUED

Carbolized Witch Hazel
Salve la healing and soothing. Good
for piles. Sold by J. H. O'RIelly.
HITLERS' CANDIES VOIX CHJtlST-MADe-Wlt- fs
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O. A. MATSON

& CO.
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Xmad Present

Affording a life time pleasure and saves many doc
tor's bills. Get an
Carriage or Buggy and Harness.
We have them that give you satisfaction and are now offerin

lam

up-to-d-

y

if

Worth 10c

Coupon is

Good for ten cents on any purchase amounting to one dollar made
In our atore from December 2nd to
December 24th Inclusive. BENHAM
INDIAN TRADING COMPANY, Rail-ra- il
Ave., and First street.

prices. It will pay
you to look over
our large new
stock.
Say, we have a
good little Saddle
for your boys and
girls. You should
see them.

I

This

Take Ve Wit!) You

Cash
Don't Throw It Away

5

Save the coupon and bring it to our store when you come to do
your Christmas shopping.
It also entitles you to a chance on some
of the splendid prizes which we have set aside for our customers Our
newest goods Include

JAPAME8K BRASSES
RUSSIA V HA MMrffCO COPPER
KOBI WCKER VASES
MEXICAN
LEATHER
HAND-CARVE-

& CO.
J. 212KORBER
N. Second, Albuquerque

O

WMSSiMSBBBBBJSBBBBBBBBBBBBa

Benham Indian Trading Company
Corner Railroad Avenue and

Coaooooooocoo ooooooooooooo

first.St.

THEY HA VE GOME

That Fine line of

Upholstered Goods,
Couches, Davenports,
Morris Chairs and that
Fine Assortment of
Rockers, Dining
Chairs, etc.

a,

DeWltt's Kidney and Bladder Pills
relieve backache, weak kidneys, and
inflammation of the bladder.
Sold
by J H. O'fVtDy.
o

Going East?

Come and pick out tlie
Christmas gifts now for mother, wivex, HiMteru and sweet-licartfather, husbands and
brothers.
We liave tiiem to
suit all.

Good ! Let us plan your trip. The Santa Fe
has four trains daily. To Chicago 42 hours on

Keep Your Eye on
I

FORM ER TREASURER
OF ILLINOIS DIES.
Alexandria, 111.,' Dec. IS. W. H.
(Buck) Henrlckson.
formerly state
treasurer of Illinois, died at hU home
here yesterday, af,er a lingering Illness of two years.
fVntrul Piijs Dividend.
York. Dec. 18, The regular
quarterly dividend of m per cent
was declared by the directors of the
New York Central yesterday.
New

California Limited

OH PAYMENTS.

0K300U0C000000

000CsK00000000

::

Futrelie's

WEST KXI) VIADUCT.

Pullman Sleeping Cars and
Connecting with all fast trains for New York,
Boston and Eastern points.

CO.

(

O0O000OK3flKOO0K)r

Equipment-Observati- on'

Diner- -

The Horn

Enjoy all the comforts of home
T. IT. PURDY,

C

Furniture Racking

g

First Class Work Guaranteed

E

ANDERSON & SCHICK

S

624 West Central

Telephone 307

Emixxixx7xxixixxxxxxxxxnxxTTnniixixxxixnxixii3

I
--

1 hi

Large, Well Lighted Room
Prompt, Courteous Service
Muiic While You Eat
Patronized by the Best People
Number ;One Meals

Agent

New Furniture, Matressrs and Cushions Made to
Order. All kinds of Repairing Neatly Done.

Restaurant

207 West GoldHAvenue

..

M lyM-'- -l

CASH

FUTRELLE FURNITURE

iiiiriiiTtiTTTTiiiiiiiiiii mixxziixixxxxxixxn i
UPHOLSTERING
CABINET MAKING
if,..

PEOPLE
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CITIZEN
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THE! ALBUQUERQUE

Ciirwl In 6 to 14 Days.

14,-00- 0.

1

IN

& CO.

western
writer, well
pen name Magherita
Is dead of pneumonia
36 years old.

Chicago, Dec. 19. Chicago having
capture.!
the republican
national
convention,
the next party leader
wiil be named
in
the Coliseum,
which has a seating capacity of

,

al

IN NEW YORK.
19.
Mrs. John

GROVER CLEVELAND MAY
HEAD JERSEY DEMOCRATS.
New York, Dec. 19. Robert Dav-ldemocratic leader of Jersey City,
is heading a movement
to place
Grcver Cleveland at the head of the
delegation from New Jersey to the
next democratic national convention.

-

-

semi-annu-

i

LATE-COMER-

PAZO OINTMENT li guaranteed to
cure any case of Itching, blind,
bleeding or protruding piles In 6 to
14 days or money refunded. 60 cents.

above-describe-

i

semi-annu-
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ARLINA I LAMM DIES

REPUBLICANS WILL NOMINATE LEADER IN BIG COLISEUM
..

LEHIGH VALLEY ROAD
DECLARES BIG DIVIDEND
Philadelphia,
Dec. 19. Directors
or the Lehigh Valley railroad yesterday declared the regulaf
dividend of 2 per cent and an extra
dividend of 1 per cent on common
stock. The usual
dividend of 6 per cent on preferred stock
was also declared.
The extra dividend on the common stock Is Jhe
same as was declared last dividend
meeting.

above-describ-
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ThU is my last year In the toy
business. My store is full of them,
an J there are unopened boxes of
them stored away. I believe I have
more toys by a half than any other
store in the city, and every one of
them must get out by the first of the
year.
I need the room for other
lines, and in order to get It, will cut
and slash at the prices until you
can't help but buy.
If you can't find what you wish
among my toys, you are pretty hard
to please. They run in value from
one cent to twelve dollars, and stop
at all stations between.
A partial
list:
Teddy Bears, old one and cubs,
dolls, large and small, doll carriages,
trunks, houses, stoves, dishes, beds, and everything else a doll
needs. Automobiles, trycycles, wagons, wheelbarrows, tool chests, trains,
engines that run, hose' carts, mechanical toys of all kinds, air rifles,
trumpets, drums, balls, games, banks,
caxh registers, .tops. Noah's arks, anl-mtoys, etc., etc.
The point yon want to remember
Is that THKT MT'ST GO, RBQARD-l,K- s
OF PRICE, and fen at once.
IIAWIKY 0 THE COUXFK.
Opposite Powtoflloe.

-

THEY KEEP A YOUNG VELI-OAROUND THE OFFICE.
M
'
EVERY WEEK. TO DO NoriUNG BUT
LOOK AFTER THE ADVERTISING. THERE IS NfVrHLNO
HE LIKES BETTER THAN TO HAVE SOME ONE COME
IV AND SAY: "HERE I WANT TO SPEND HS0.00
EVERY MONTH IV ADVERTISING. I WISH YOTT WOULD
TAKE THE WHOLE THING OFF MY HANDS. AND RUN IT AS
YOU THINK BEST. I HAVE OTIIKR MATTERS TO
CARE FOir, AND YOU PROBABLY KNOW MORE ABOUT
IT TILVN I, ANYWAY."
A NUMBER OP ALBUQUERQUE BUSINESS MEN HAVE
ALREADY MADE SUCH ARRANGEMENTS MORP. ARE
DOING IT EVERY DAY. ONE WISE MEHCHWT. WHO
ATTEMPTS TO DRAW A LINE DIVIDING THE PATRONAGE
HE RECEIVES FROM ADVERTISING, FROM THAT COMING
THROUGH OTHER CHANNEIS, INFORMED US ONLY
YESTERDAY T1LAT HIS ADVERTISEMENT IN THE
ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN DURING THE TWO MONTHS
IT HAS RUN, HAS NETTED HIM SUFFICIENT TO
PAY FOR THE ADVERTISEMENT FOR SIX MONTHS.
ANY ADVERTISEMENT THAT PAYS FOR ITSELF IN
DIRECT, IMMEDIATE RETURNS. IS A GOOD INVESTMENT,
BECAUSE YOU GET YOUR MONEY BACK, AND
THE EXTENDED PUBLICITY TO BOOT. BUT WHEN
RESUITS ARE SUCH AS TIUS MAN EXPERIENCED
YOU ARE GETTING LITTLE LESS THAN A GOLD MINE.
THE FIRST MAN IV THE ADVERTISING FIELD REAPS
THE FINEST OF THE WHEAT. THE
S
GLEAN
THE STUBBLES. DUKE, THE TOBACCO KINO, IN CONVERSATION
WITH THE WRITER ONCE SAID: "I BEGAN LIFE ON
A STONE PATCH, WITH A WIFE, A BLIND MULE AND
TEN DOLLARS.
I AM NOW WORTH THIRTY TWO MILLION
DOLLARS, BUT I HAVE SPENT FORTY MILLION IN
ADVERTISING."
PROBABLY NO MAN IN ALBUQUERQUE
HAS HAD A MORE MODEST BEGINNING T1LAN MR, DUKE.
AND THERE IS NO REASON WHY ANY MAN WITH EQUAL
BUSINESS ABILITY. AND POSSESSED OF THE SAME BUSINESS
FORESIGHT, SHOULD NOT SUCCEED AS "WELL. IF THERE IS.
STATE IT TO YOURSELF, AND BE CONSOLED. IT IS AN OliD SAW.
BUT A KEEN CUTER, THAT SAYS:
"IT PAYS TO ADVERTISE."

g

Pim-ente-

con-iiid-

AXI?

NOW THE ALBUQUERQUE f'lTI 7, EN t'A RRIES IDEAS IN
STOCK.
WHERE THEY CAME FROM AND WHO THEIR
PARENTS ARE, IS NEITHER HERE NOR THERE. SOME
' THEM RUN AfONO THE MNIX OF
BUSINESS
BUILDING AND TIM RE GETTING. THESE IDEAS WILIi
SOLD,
BE
LEASED OR RENTED TO THE PUBLIC, FOR
CASH OR ON THE INSTALLMENT PLAN,

lf

Mexico City, Me., Dec. 1. Renouncing the faith of his forefathers
and declaring that he believes in
marriage and that when the proper
'woman presents herself he will make
l,
her his wife. Father Vicente R.
a well known Catholic priest
of this city, has been received into
the Baptist faith and will labor
among; the Mexicans for that denomination In the future.
The letter to the archbishop of
Mexico, in which Father Plmentel
renounces the Catholic faith Is as
follows:
Sr. D. Prowpcro Maria Alarcon, Archbishop of Mexico City.
Esteemed Sir: It being against the
principles of my conscience to be
Under your direction, which I
inconvenient from every ipoint
of view, and being satisfied that I
can be happy through the profession
of the faith of Christ Jesus without
the superstitions of Romanism, ,1
have decided to sever my connection
ojice for all with the doctrines of the
Roman church and to become a
member of the evangelical church
whose practices and doctrines are In
every may In keeping with the apostolic faith.
During the years of my life I
have acquired much experience of.
the deficient and deceiving conduct
through which education is Imparted
by the church of Rome, where sci-noppressed by the caprice of a
ruler Is deprived of liberty to act
with all due honesty.
Being a natural enemy of hypocrisy, and my decision being founded
upon the experience acquired, I have
determined to do away with all obstacles and preocupations that may
hinder my frankness and loyalty in
following the path of tle truth and
rejecting that of error.
With my hand upon my heart and
without rendition of homage to pride
of which I am devoid. I hereby
make a solemn declaration before
you and return ihe licenses of which
1 have heretofore enjoyed the use,
without fear to the Intrigues, calumnies or persecutions of which I may
become the victim on' the part of
Romanism and along with my credentials I desire to tile a firm protest that I shall never accept the
yoke of Rome again.
It can easily be surmised that the
affection for the practices and the
cumtoms of the sect, which had
made root in my heart, constituted
a drawback and an obstacle against
which my most Intimate convictions
had to contend until conquered, and
the result of that strenuous combat
la the decision that I now
mit to yot
I have no fear from the aversion,
1H intentions or the spirit of hatred
my enemies may harbor against
that
me, for the gosae) snya that every
one of us who follows Christ and profess his doctrines, shall be persecuted. But he also nay a He who hates
his brother Is a homicide, and you
know that no homicide has ever had
permanent life in himself. John 1.,
1:15.
It wiil be the greatest pleasure to
me to preach the pure gospel of our
Lord. Jesus, with the only hope of
saving a lost world.
I could not desire a greater blessing for you than that this gospel
ooner or later may reach your
heart, as it ha reached mine.
Your most attentive brother In
Christ,
V1XVENTEJ P. PIMEN'TEL.
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READ THIS STATEMENT AGAIN.

'

Declares He Believes That He
Should Take Unto Him-se-

TOYSJI

IDEA

BORN-A- N

t

Breakfast - - , 25c
Dinner and Supper 35c
Special Rates by the
week or month.

-

Breakfast
-

Dinner
Supper

-

-

6 to 9
1

2

to a

5:30 to 7:30

MRS. M. F. MYERS, Proprietress
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ADVERTISE IN THE EVENING CITIZEN
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BAIL PLAYERS

At
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TO 50

LIKE

CEMT

31.

HORSES
By buying Stoves, Ranges, Cooking Utensils, Enamel and Tinware, Nickel and Silverware,
Table and Pocket Cutlery, Builders' and Shelf Hardware, Mechanics' Tools etc., Jetc.,Jat

New York and Boston Finally
Get Togethur on Trades.
Salaries Raised.

Tlhe GreaH Closing' Out Sale

t.

,w
sition

The propoYork. Dec.
and the counter propositions
which were made in the big player
and NeW
trade between the Boston
York clubs of the National League
the public.
are gradually coming toover
gasgled
playerj
The manager
buying
Ihrtad
woman
worse lha.i a
price.
In
the
big
raise
last
the
after
r.ec
The final consent of all hand
obtained
not
wap
was
essary to the
of the
until after the annual meeting
league and come to a finish, but
rurally McOraw. of the New Yorks,
snd Manager Kelley, of the Bostons,
announced thai It had been put
through.
right fielder;
Browne,
Oeorge
Dan McFrank Howerman, catcher;
Ferguson,
Cecil
baseman;
Ginn, first
pitcher, and either Bill Dahlen or
re tradJack Hannlfan. In fielders, bajieman;
ed for Fred Tenney, first
Brid-wel- l,
catcher,
and
Tom Needham,
shortstop.
Kelley had not decided definitely
whether he would take Dahlen or
Hannlfan, but said It would probably
Both McOraw and Kelbe Dahlen.
that the
ley were much pleased
and
trade had been put through,
thing for
good
was
a
both declared It
'
clubs.
both
McOraw has been considering Ten
ney as a New York possibility ever
lnce the league meeting began, and
had had several talks with Kelley
after the latter agreed to go to Boston, but McOraw had a possible deal
with Cincinnati on for a while and
did not get real busy on the Boston
had
Cincinnati
until
proposition
turned down a deal with New York.
Muiutgors Itvovli Agreement,
It did not take McOraw and Kel-li-- y
long to reach an agreement, but
Kelley wanted to see owner JJovey
New
before giving his final word.
York's offer at tirst was Browne,
Howerman, McGann, and either Dahnot at
len or Hannlfan, Ferguson
that time being mentioned.
There was a hitch when Kelley
brought the matter before Dovey,
Just at the finLsh of the league meetDovey balked, and U looked
ing.
as If the deal was oft. Kelley was
plainly disappointed. In a few minutes he was himself in conversation
with Barney Dreyfuss, of Pittsburg,
who wanted Tenney.
Dreyfuss, incidentally, was pretty
sore over being accused of blocking
deal. In
the New
lhct, he referred to this matter in the
league meeting and took exception
to any such impression having been
created.
It seems that when consulted over
the New York proposition to trade
Bresnahan and Browne for Lobert
and Schlel, Dreyfuss told Herrmann
he did not think it would be a good
trade for Cincinnati; but Dreyfuss
annoyed at being
was considerably
accused of deliberately blocking the
trade so that New York could not be
utrengthened.
Kelley Likes Trade.
"This Is a trade which is sure to
benefit the Boston team," said Kelley. "We got the men we wanted.
Just because the New York team has
not played pennant ball the last two
years It must not be supposed that
he men on it have gone back. Take
the case of McOann. All ne needs
Is a change of scene. He has played
in New York too long.
He batted
.290 lai-- season, is a good ball player, and will do good work in
Browne was greatly pleased at going to Boston with Kelley, and offered to bet he'd beat .320 next season.
"I can hit the ball, but not
at the Polo grounds," he declared.
"That Is the hardest field In the
countrv to hit on."
York standpoint,
From a New
there Is no doubt that McOann had
outlived his usefulness and that Tenney will be a welcome change to local patrons of the game.
The two Charleses, Murphy and
Kbbetts, had a
talk over
llayers, but Ebbetts was wholly serious when he said he would like to
get Sheckard back and that he would
Murphy said
like to buy Hofman.
something about nothing less than
$25,000, and then it was suspected
that he was jesting again.
PuUUun's Salary Boosted.
President Pulllam'a salary was
hoisted $2,000 by the board of directors. The league decided to incorporate a section in the constitution
that waivers once asked for could
not be withdrawn, and that hereafter
price for
the maximum purchase
players shall be $1,600, instead of
$1,000.
The questions of artificial
double-headeand postponed games
go over until next spring.
York,
Those club owners fsTew
Brooklyn, Chicago, and Pittsburg
who have been delinquent In providfor visiting suitable dressing-room- s
ing players promised to be good. All
adequate
dressprovide
are
to
clubs
ing quarters for umpires hereafter,
York-Cincinn-

Terms
Cash

RETAIL
WHITNEY COMPATS
DEPARTMENT
115 SOUTH FIRST SHEET,
II
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RAILROAD

C

EPARTHT
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SANTA FE PLANS

MY

BIG

CHANGES
Garden City Yards Will Be
Given a Thorough
Turning Over.
Garden City, Kan., Dec. 19. General Superintendent Sharp and Superintendent Starkweather of the
Santa Fe were in Garden City today
looking over the grounds of the company here with a view of locating the
switches and tracks. The work on the
new depot has progressed to a point
where it is but a question of a few
weeks at the most until it will be
ready for occupancy and as soon as
it is completed and the passenger
of
force loeaied In It, a number
changes In the trackage of the yards
will be necessitated.
Superintendent Starkweather said
that he expected the change from
the old depot to the new would be
made about 15th of January. "The
freight depot will be moved to its
new location as quickly as we can
get at the work," he said "The carpenters are kept pretty busy now and
this may delay the work a little but
they will take it up in its order and
make the changes in the yards soon."
The company Is well pleased at the
success of its plan for storing coal.
The coal stored here and at other
places along the line has prevented a
recurrence of the coal famine which
stalked up an down the line last
winter and paid no attention to the
ettorts made to make it hunt cover
for several weeks.

t

any-ci.y.-

semi-serio-
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ARKANSAS DEMURRAGE LAW
Ul'lIKLD 11Y hlll'ltKMU COURT
19. In the
lattle Rock, Ark., Deo.Southwestern
case of the St. Louis
Railway company, or Cotton Belt,
against the state in the supreme
court it was held that the fact that
a railroad company can noi iurnisn
cars because its cars are on someether line will not exempt tne comThe suit
nanv from the penalties.
was a test of the constitutionality of
the recent demurrage act.
Chief Justice Hill took the view
that a railroad association for the in
change of cars was all right, but
that the fact that some railroads had
taken advantage of the low rental
charge on cars taken from other lines
and had kept cars simply because it
was cheaper to do so and pay rent
than to furnish their own cars was
for the
not sufficient Justification
shlcper going without the proper re
was
Dlam- lief asked. This condition
able to thd railroads rather than to
the public, and where some one must
suffer It was right and proper that
the loss should fall upon the rail
i cads.
Hence the action of the lower
court was affirmed.

ti

of

riomlnent as Mr. Smith should be
placed cm trial for manslaughter
drew an unusual crowd to the Tweed
court house. In the audience were
the relatives of many of those who
wire killed In the accident.

The finest Coftee Substitute evef
made, has recently been produced by
You
wis.
Dr. Shoop of Racine,
don't have to boll it twenty or thirty
minutes. "Made In a minute" says
the doctor. "Health Coffee" Is really the closest Coffee Imitation ever
yet produced. Not a grain of. real
Health Coffee
Coffee in it either.
Imitation Is made from pure toasted
cereals or grains, with malt, nuts,
etc. Really It would fool an expert
were he to unknowingly drink It
ter Coffee. Sold by C. N. Brlgham.

Children Like

(Incorporated)

Wholesale

Grocers

It

F F COBB
v'VLMJ6old

Wool Hide and Pelt
Dealers

!

TAXIDERMIST
Birds r a Specialty

CASH BUYERS

CasK

Gro ss Kelly '..& Co,

Kennedy's
Laxative
Cough Syrup

iMr. Smith chewed
his stubbly
mustache nervously, although hedged
around by such able counsel as De
Laneey Nlool, John D. Ltnsduy and
A. H. Harris.
The widows and orphans' of whom there were many In
the court room, together with E. R.
Rogers, the motorman ef the wrecked electric train, made a fitting back
ground to the unusual trial or a
Relieves Colds by working them out
railroad magnate for manslaughter.
of the system through a copious and
healthy action of the bowels.
THIRD PIANO RECITAL
Relieves coughs by cleansing the
mucous membranes of the throat, chest
THIS EVENING and bronchial tubes.
MAs pleasant to Um taste
as Maple Sugar"
A piano recital by the pupils of
Rosa Futrelle Gideon was given last
evening at 8 o'clock, in the Com
Ftr BACKACHE WEAK KIDNEYS Trr
mercial club studio. Mrs. Charles A.
Frank, soprano, assisted In the pro Btfltfi KltfMj intf Bladisr Pills-S- un
tad Sift
gram, which is was toiiows:
CO.
Duo "Danse Macabre" . . Saint Saens
J. II. O'RIELLY
Misses Laub and Nash.
Nocturne In F minor. Op. 65. No.
Chopin
1.
West
West
Miss Kellev.
MacDowell
Shadow Dance
Gold
Mrs. Doollttle.
Sonata In B flat major, Op. 27,
1
Beethoven
No.
Andante, Allegro, Adagio, Allegro
Vivace.
Miss Stallard.
r
Wilson
Carmena
Mrs. Frank.
Nocturne In B major, Op. 32, No.
1
Chopin
TOYS! TOYS! TOYS!
Mum Nash.
Godard at cut prices. We will make such low
Schene Valse
prices on toys as not to carry over a
Miss Kelley.
Hesselberg single one.
If I Were a Rose
50
10c Iron Toys now
Mrs. Frank.
10c
16c Musical Toys, now
Duo Le matin (Daybreak)
85c
now
Teddy
ljear
Rockers
Chsmlnad
I3.UU
Express Wagons II. to
Mesdames. Lewis and Doollttle.
(6c
Cups and Saucers, 6c to
12.00
Toy Dinner Sets, 15c m
26c
Animals, 6o to
60c
Toys, 6c to
VARSITY DEBATERS TO Tin
iiu.bo
Automobiles. 15c to
26c
Toy Kitchens 10c to
Big lot of nice tree ornaments.
10c
Candles, box
MEET TOMORROW
35c lb
to
Pure candy, 10cgrapes
ana
tne
nuts
at
Fresh

Terms

Albuquerque and Las
Vegas'

Gross Kelly & Co
-

(Incorporated)

:

UNION

122 Norib Smcond
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Tomorrow evening at the Presby
terian church two teams from the
University will meet in a debate. The
subject for the debate will be, "Re
solved; That the United States Should
Subsidize its Merchant Marine." This
is the subject that the University will
debate with the Agricultural College
la this city in February. The team
upholding the affirmative
of the
question consist of Grover Emmons,
Ralph Tascher and Kirk Bryan, while
the team that will argue the negative
consists of John Wagner, Clarence
Heald and Roy Baldwin. There will
be two sets of Judges on the debate,
one to decide which team presents
the best arguments and one to pick
a new team from all the speakers to
represent the school in the meet with
the Agricultural college.
The boys have been working enthusiastically and a good program may
be expected.
In addition to the debate there will be some musical numbers and a pleasant evening will be
given the public.
The admission Is free and the public Is cordially invited.

COAL

AMERICAN BLOCK.

CETUULXO8

Albuquerque

Faywood
Hot Springs,
N.M.

Kftmlr
Nat

CLEAN GAS COKE.
SMJTIUNO COAL.
NATIVE KINDLING
FOR CASH ONLY.

WOOD
TELEPHONE

91.

Works

roprttr

LUMP

Mixed.

Machine

m. . MALL,
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftings, Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron
Fronts for Buildings.

ANTHRACITE
Furnace,

Foundry and

mm
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mill
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Foundry east side of railroad track.

Albuquerque,

PATTERSON

Livery
and Boarding
Silver Avran.
Wea

N. M.

(
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ALBUQUERQUE. NEW MEXICO.

Trier) hone IT.

IUOV MOUNTAIN FIXED
I'NDKIl STOCK TRANSIT LAW
Utile Rock, Ark., Dec. 1. In in
The pleasure and health
United States court today the Iron
company was
Mountain Railroad
resort of the Southwest.
"Ul4U KKLJ Alibis."
ESTABLISHED H73.
lined $300 each in three cases for
The new hotel, "The
violating the federal statute requiring
WK HAVE THE ITXF.ST LINE
railroad companies to unload, feed
l'ay wood, " offers every
FANCY HO- - CANDIES IN THE
T TT7 A T"TKT"
water and rest stock in transit every OF
CITY.
comfort the invalid or plea- - n
twenty-eighours. The cattle, which
O.
A.
MATSON
A
CO.
It Is alleged remained In the cars for
sure seeker could desire.
more than twenty-eighour)', were
too.
LINGERING
COLD.
The water from these
shipped
I
Pet
and
Point
I
Wills
from
banMurphy was thanked for his
Texas, and Natchez, Miss., and
quet, and the following committees tus, consigned
has
a
temperature
springs
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
WltliHtood
Other
Treatment
Hut
to the National Stock
Schedule, Kbbetts, all
were appointed:
by Cliarubcrlaln's
yuitkly
of 140 degrees Fahrenheit.
Yards in East at. Louis, III.
Dreyfuss, and Herrmann; constituCough Remedy.
Carries the largest and Host Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries In
tion, Herrmann, Brush, and Dovey;
Ideal place for those trou-the Southwest.
DEATHS CHARGED TO
uniform, tickets, and turnstiles,
I caught a very sexast
winter
bled with rheumatism.
MEN HIGHER VP vere cold which lingered for weeks,"
Knowles, and Locke; playing
I
J. urquhart, of Zephyr, Onta
rule. Pulliam. Chance, and Murray;
Rate Albuquerque to Fay-woo- d
of tlio New York says
"My cough was very dry and
telegraph contracts. Murphy, Brush,
rio.
AND
C'tuktral Aii'tocrt for Killing
narsn. une local dealer recommend
and Kbbetts.
Twenty-Tlir-of
Hi
therecommittee,
rules
1
The Joint
ed Chamberlain's
Cough
Remedy
lNttMciitrora.
ana guaranteea it, so i gave It
fore, wll consb--t of the foregoing for
1 1T Gold Avenue
RAILROAD AVENUE.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
the National League, and Johnson,
York, Dec. 1. A compara trial. One small bottle of It cured
New
oiomximovjmomuooexie&momomomooomomo
(irlffith. and Mark for the American tively young man, somewhat sparse me. I believe Chamberlain's Cough
Tickets on sale daily,
league. Chance and Murray taking or hair, with a yellow, stubby mm Remedy to be the best I have ever
the place of Hanlon and Max. tache, a vivid green necktie and a used." This remedy Is for sale by
limit 30 days.
Return
Flelschrnann.
dark gray business suit, nervous to a aruggisu.
omamxymxymxymxmaomomcmc
The Cincinnati club had sent In a the lat defree and lncesantly bit
Our
Is
shirt
and
ner
collar
long Us of players on which It had ing his finger-tip- s,
work
faced Justice Kel
100 engraved calling cards with
asked waivers, consisting of the fol loKg in an extraordinary term of the feet. Our 4'IKMESTIC FINISH" Is
T. K. futdy, Agent
$1.15
copper plate
lowing: Charles O. Miller, catcher; criminal b'anch of the supreme the proper thing. We lead others
Tiptop, or pen and pencil self
follow.
Fred Smith, Brown, Rogers, Blan-char- court on ire charge of manslaugh
Inking name stamp for markIMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO.
XX XX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXTXI
and Hitt. plrcher.s: John W. ter In the second degree. The young
15 and &0c
ing linen
Deal. W. H Dver. R. J. Epan, and man was Alfred H. Smith,
$1 up
leaf pocket memos
Loose
Infieldera;
Fred
Harry
and general manager of the
Wolverton.
The telephone makes the
preserves
telephone
The
Special blotter holders for the desk
- New York Central railroad.
Odwell. Arthur Krnee. W. A. Autmade to order.
Upon the shoulders of Mr. Smith
ray, S. B. Ralston. Thomas F. Dal-leyour health, prolongs your life
lighter, the cares leas
duties
Finest Whiskies
the district attorney teeks to fasten
and Jese Becker, outfielders.
Gold Stamping
the blame for the shocking accident
and protect your home.
and the worries fewer.
express
to
Wood
the Brewster
at
Take come reliable and safe
On
and cloth goods 25c
leather
Wines,
Brandies.
Etc.
on
Y.,
N.
last,
lawn,
Feb.
when
Dyspepsia.
ai
It
Ilk
KODOL for
per line; each additional line 10c.
JOSEPH BARNETT, Pfop'r.
KODOL Is the best remedy known ele.ctric train operated by the comTOU NEED A TELEPHONE IN TOUR HOME.
today for heart burn, belching and pany left the track while running at
speed, with the result that
BAMPLK
A
NO
a'l troubles arising from disordered high
persons were killed outdigestion. It Is pleasant to take twenty-thre- e
2
West Railroad Avenue
CLUB BOOMS
Injured.
Sold right and slxty-sve- n
and afford relief . promptly.
lluokhlnder A Rubber Miunp Maker
y J. 11. O'Rielly.
The fact that a railroad official so
I'bono 924. S13 AVewt Gold.
rs
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EJORRADAILE'S-

FARM

FREIGHT WAGONS

Unusual Gifts

Convenience - Comfort - Security
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China ware, Rugs, Draperies and Furniture

Favors

Christmas

substantial furniture ars
pleasing and always welcome.
From our elegant stock you can select any piece or pieces needful for
any part of the house, whether an
entire suit or any one piece. We
carry none but furniture of the best
and most superior
make, and we
guarantee every bit of It
In fine,

LOOKING FOR A GOOD TIME?

EDITOR

MANAGING

PRESIDENT

-

lco, and we should be prompt and hearty In responding lo the Invitation ex(New Mexico Is doing
tended by Governor Curry and President Hopewell.
much for u right now. New Mexico people have been active In Washington
this fall advancing the Rio Grande reclamation work, and next month 100
New Mexico statehood boosters, who will be In Washington, will be ready
at all times to render any aid In their power for advancing the irrigation
Interests of the El Paso valley. This city canot afford to withhold her support from the Albuquerque event, or to offer to participate In anything less
effective way."
than a generous, whole-hearte-

WILLIAM F. BROGAN

W. S. STRICKLER

- EVENING

There are about as many conceptions as to what constitutes a "good
time" as there are Individuals, but there Is one place in New Mexico, not
very far from Albuquerque, where 99 out of every 100 people find what they
That place is the Valley Ranch, at Pecos,' New Mexico.
are looking for.
$5.00
In
ranee
by
ad
mall
Om
country
produce In abundance, horses to ride or drive, dogs,
60
Fresh
by
mall
On month
guns,
traps,
tackle,
at your disposal. The finest hunting and fishing in
all
city
limit
within
by
One month
carrier
Tou can live in a house, a cabin or a tent, and coma and
the territory.
go as you please.
mutter at tli Postoffloe of Albuqncrqn, X.
EnttfTri a Kcnnd-rlnYou'll find plenty of company there, agreeable and refined. If you are
Act of Congress of March 3, 187.
Conditions Ideal for resociably Inclined, a favorite resort for ladles.
loafing.
or
hunting
reading,
cuperating,
bert
and
newspaper
In
the
Mexico
New
dally
only
IHustratrd
Thn
Tou CAN'T SPEND MORE THAN NINE DOLLARS A WEEK ANT
medium of the Soiitliw.
WAT TOU FIX IT.
Inquire at The Citizen Office for further particulars, or address The
THE AmUQCERQUK CITT7.EN IS:
Valley Ranch,
The leading Itepnbllcan lally and weekly newspaper of tle Southwest.
The advocate of Republican principles and the "Square Deal."
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Not Going Out of Business
We Meet All Competition!!

THK AliBCQrEnQlT" CTTOEN HAS:
The finest equipped Job department In New Mexico.
and Auxiliary News Service.
The Utert reporta by Associated Pr

All Stoves and Ranges

"WE GET THE NEWS FIUST." .
STATEHOOD FOR NEW MEXICO"

I
No other food deteriorates so
rnpldly na the Oyster. IM habitat Is
the ocean. It requbcs oonlncm and '
absolute freedom from exposure to
tho air In order to retain Its delicate '
flavor and Its wholcsomeness. SEAL
SHUT OYSTERS are brought direct to us front the choicest beds of
America. They are shucked Into
porcelain cases, sealed and packed in
ice, which never cornea in contact
with the oysters. The use of the
Is the secret of
ScolHhlpt carrier
their superiority.
'.

tJfie Human Bcchj

lnn-ulte- ly

emptors

Discount1

'1

'

The human body is the most remarkable piece of mechanism on earth,
aays Dr. W. R, C. LaUon. This is true In the most absolute sense. Not only
do we And In the body every kind of action that is found in any of the plants
the realms of mechaics or
or animals, but more. There is not known In all in
the human body. The
architecture one little device which Is not found
pully. the lever, the Incline plane, the hinge, the "universal Joint," the tube,
girders, niters,
the trapdoor: the scissors, the grindstone; whips, arches,
alves. a bellows, a pump, a camera, an Eolian harp, an irrigation plant, a
telegraph and a sewage system all these and a hundred other mechanical
devices which man thinks he has Invented are merely crude copies of
more perfect apparatuses found in man's body.
I can tell you a few things about the body that may Interestbyyou.
man Is as
In the first place let me tell you that no arch ever made
perfect as that formed by the upper ends of the two legs and the pelvis to
has
support the weight of the trunk. No palace or cathedral ever built
been provided with such a perfect syttem of arches and girders. No waterway on earth Is so complex, so commodious or so populous as that wonderful
the grand
river of life, the blood stream. The violin, the trumpet, the harp,musical
inorgan, the "reed" organ, the Eolian harp and a hundred other
struments are all but crude travesties upon the wonderful musical instrument which produces the human voice.
. And
then the cutting teeth are the scissors, the back teeth are the
grindstones, the nervous system Is the telegraph, and the valves and trapdoors are mostly In the heart and the veins, although one of the most beautiful and perfect of the trapdoors Is the throat.
There are a number of pulleys In the body; the most Interesting Is
our
one Just over the eye one which, by the way, 'we have Inherited from
prehuman ancestors, and which we never use. As to hinges, the body has
The Joints of the fingers and the toes, the knee, the elbow
dosens of them.
'
all these are hinge.
The tieart is a most perfect pump, the lungs are a bellows, and the
eye a camera, certain features of which man has striven In vain to Imitate.
Sven wireless telegraphy has been anticipated by the body; for the Infinitely
mail nerve cells have been proven to communicate with each other without
contact a kind of intercellular wireless.
So much for Just a few wonders of the human body.
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6 inch Stovepipe elbows -

6 inch Stove pipe

1

:

9c Joint

Holiday Cutlery

8c Joint

Our

See

Trices

Before

Buying

Carvers

:

upon purchasing

McINTOSH HARDWARE CO.
that the Irrigation cvongress phould
give this matter some consideration
so as to bring about If right and
propor. some modification of this order so that all the water of the Rio
Grande will not be lnbounded for
BROUGHT TO THE
the Elephant Butte project in all Its
branches, unless all is absolutely required.
"It la true that the government has
SOUTHWEST
committed Itself to a definite policy
In this respect, but there is no reason for believing that the seizure of
all of the flow of the Rio Grande is
based upon error of calculation or
(Continued From Page One.)
misconception of facts. Albuquerque
and all its environs are interested
all that part oi New Mexico
now, but where it !s practiced the re- and
through which the Rio Grande or
sults In fruit--- , cereals and vegetables" any of Its tributaries passes Is equalare equal to those of the Rio Gran- ly concerned."
de, the Pecos and Las Animas. The
BOOKS. ALL THE LATEST.
scope of territory there available for GIFT O.
A. 31ATSON & CO.
Irrigation is larger than the entira
states-oRhode Island, Pelaware and
Connecticut a.ombined. It walts ,but OOCOOOCOOCXOXXXXXIOCIOCOOOOQ
the hand of the, immigrant, and the
immigrant will come when transportation facilities are made.
"What has been aid of the Rio
Grande, the Pecos, the Taos, Las
Animas. San Juan and La Plata valleys Is true of many other parts of

CONGRESS BIGGEST EVER

I

ABOUT TOWN f
BIIIHHMMttMHHmil

(f If ItlltMlillt
Doeda Filed for Jtronrd.
University Heights Improve- ment company ta John Welnzirl
lot 11, block 8, University
Heights addition, 31.00.
Broadway Land & Improve- ment company to Frances Fran- co, lots 7 and 8, block 50, Bast- ern addition 1300.

"

MliKM tuittri
California Naval Oranges at the

HOTEL ARRIVALS. '
Alviinulo.
I. unders Trinidad; F. Affleck New
York; a. Aenamul, Denver; IS. J.
Keeher, Chicago;
McMlllen. Las
Cruces; E. J. Carlln, Roswell; E.
MHJueen Gray, Carlsbad; W.. McMlllen. Hoston; H. Kellogg, Los Angeles;
E. G. Klnkead, Loa Angeles; L. 8.
Boyle. Chicago; K Luna. Los Lunas;
F. L. D. Carr and wife, Ban Pedro;
J. M. March. Estajicla; I. L. Swlnd- elle, Indianapolis i, H. Kirby, Santa
Fe; J. G. Smith, Doming; W. D.
Garwood, Amarllloi Texas: -- - H. ,W.
Gardener, W. H.- - Gibson, Topeka.

t.
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Hattle Johnson,' t'htdago; F. Warner, Battle Crek, Jlifh.; R. F. Hall,
Gallup; J. M. Werdemeyer,' Gallup;
R. L. Baca, anta S; H. N. Blckley,
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The Bennett Curio Co.

ejfie Cftances cf Winning

Consult

a

Reliable

Full Rot of Teeth. . . . . . . . .
Gold Filling
$1.50 up
Gold Crowns
(6
Painless Extracting
50c

.....
....

To all points in New Mexico and Colorada, also El
Paso, Texas.

$8

ALL WORK ABSOLUTELY GUARANTEED. . .

DRS. OOPP and PETTTT.
ROOM 13, X. T. AAMIJO BLDG.

"THE BEST ALWAYS"

TRADE
Where

HOLIDAY RATES

Dentist

Get

You

Just What

You

Order

Promptly, Carefully
Delivered
From a Stock That Is

te

n.

QCasfta

D fleu) Race

-

AND

Richelieu Grocery
It doesn't oome any" 'better than Greeley, CoIo.: "M. ji P. Chaves, San
you get it at the Richelieu Grocery.
Rafael; A. L. Feather, Roanoke City,
A marriage license was granted to - V'a.; J. Lucas, Cerrlllos; E. Evers,
day to Kaymundo Grlego and Bar- Kansas City; G. Hoffman, Belen; W.
R. Henry, Houston.
f
barita Garcia.
Some more Kream Klips. Every
Grand
Central.
New Mexico.
Grocery.
body likes them. Richelieu
Borgoyne, Mesilla Park; ' T.
Ijand Irrigated Unequally.
Wanted, young lady to travel; sal B. Bryant, G. A. Bryant, H. E. An"General government In construc
ary and commiNHion. Apply at once. derson, Mrs. Durllng, M. Duolin, W.
of the Elephant Butte dam, is
F Quln, R. tion
hi larrou, 3i bouui iiuru wreut. Jones, H. E- - Htleb.
accomplishing a great work for the
J. F. Gray, of the Mesilla Valley L. Brooks, V. Dunlap, Las Vegas.
neighborhood, which It will serve,
Development company, haa been m
CndgT
and we should rejoice In the Tros-iiprltown the past few days on business.
which it will bring to that vi
E. J. Bernwick, Oklahoma City;
Col. D. K. B. Sellers won the suit Pear Bernwick, Oklahoma City; Fe- cinity. At the same time, when It is.
B. Booth, lix cherer, Burlington, Iowa.
of clothes rattled by E.
realized that 2.000.000 acre feetprac-of
the tailor, the winning number being
water from the Rio Grande,
thirteen.
tically Its entire annual flow, are to
TOO IjATE TO CTiASRTFT.
your
FOR RENT Furnished room with be stored in that reservoir for the
When you come to buy
of land,
or without board; electrio lights, irrigation of 180,000 acres
Christmas dinner, don't forget that
bath and telephone. 419 West
when only 2.4 acre feet annually ore
"Richelieu" stands for quality.
required for each acre watered, in
avenue.
Judge Ira A. AbboU was busy dis
connection with tne fact that the
posing peace proceedings In the Ber W'A NTED A lot In Eastern addl-tioforbids the
government
State location and lowest cash general
court this
nalillo county district
from
price. Address "Jjot" care Citizen. raking of any water whatsoever
morning.
eet
Rio Grande above the Elephant
a the
There will be a special meeting LOST Oa South Second-strexcept
enterprises
for
Butte intake,
.gold locket from ' watch fob, monoof . the W. R.- C. tomorrow at Red
in
more than 1,000 acre
gram, "M. P. S." Please leave at noti nvolving
Mens' hall for the transaction of any
feet per annum, and excepting of
Blttner-eitamm
Fruit Co.,p. and
A strange train of thought comes when he read of the new race of men business that may come up. By or
rights acquired prior to the
pay for trouble. M,
Ktarnm, course
and women, discovered by Dr. George B. Gordon, of the University of Penn- der of the president. Kadle Bow- of the prohlbltor, It
promulgation
FTK SALE3 Iron beds, ' springs and will be seen that there is danger that
dich, secretary.
sylvania, living along one one of the Ice rivery of wild Alaska.
mattresses,
sideboard, Morris chair
Leave yur orders for a corn fed
They have no civilisation, as we understand civilisation. They live in
section will be developed and anand sewing machine. 1004 Forres- one
turkey with the Richelieu
dwarfed by the same cause.
other
Adamlc simplicity. They have never seen a white man. They had neves Christmas
ter avenue.
"The restraining hand should not
heard of the white man's world, with Its books, its learning, lis arts. Its sc Grocery.
The ladles of the Maccabees gave
be put upon Taos county for Instance
ences and Its religion.
All dolls, games, underwear and or the Espanola valley.
dance last night at the Elks' hall various
your
things
own
other
But these mild people live clean lives. They know nothing of the white which was
at
The
largely
attended.
Homo Modification Necessary.
be closed out at Mrs.
man's vice. They have no code of laws, because none Is necessary. They music was furnished by the First price; must
"It would seem to me therefore
know nothing of degeneracy or money or divorce or Inftdenity or crime, Regiment orchestra of which James Wilson's. West Gold avenue.
Devine la director.
Their men are tall and rugged; their women are graceful and beautiful.
iKtated communication of Temple
There are only 400 of them left
No. 6. A. F. and A. M., at
Would our civilization help them or hurt them? Would it make them lodge
Masonic Temple this evening, De
happier or sadder? Would the gain or would they lose, to know what we cember
isth, at. 7:30 o'clock. Elec
know, feel what we feel, live as we live?
tion of officers. By order of the W.
"It is to be hoped." says Dr. Gordon, "for their sakes, that they die out M. iFrank H. Moore, acting secre
hefore the white traders get to them. Then they can die as cleanly and as tary.
happily as they live."
Phoenix sweet oranges for holiday
109 N. FIRST ESTABLISHED 1882
trade at the Richelieu Grocery.
Is It not strange that he should have to say this?
The recital to be given at Library
hall Thursday evening by Professor
Crum,
has been postponed until
Look for
Thursday evening, January 2, on account of the entertainment to be
our Sign
A Chicago Drofessor wants to lecture to school children on the law of given at the Congregational church
He wants to educate the child so that It will see the folly In the Thursday evening.
chance.
John Kelley and Frank Walker,
Drlse package, the slot machine, and so that when it grows up it will be
who were employed In Trimble's
armed agalnrt the allurements of the bookmaker, the lottery and the ruu stables
a few days, were arraigned
lette wheel.
before Police Judge Craig yesterday
He wants to make it clear to the child that the odJs are all the wrong afternoon charged with the theft of
way.
some provisions from the stable and
to the child's positive conviction that the only were each sentenced to ten days In
He wants to demons-ratthe county Jail.
man who wins is the man who runs the game.
A fine carving
set, a beautiful
Most men don't Lelleve tola.
chafing
dish, a five o'clock tea ketOr, if they do believe It, tbey take a chance.
tle, or a nickle plated tea or coffee
We know a youtig fellow who watched the play at a roulette table for the pot. would make an acceptable
first time, and figured out a sure sys'.em In five minute. Ten minutes later Christmas preent. Tne Whitney Co..
Navajo PiHow Tops, Natural Wool, $1.2? and 1.50
tils 10 was gone. This wheel as crooked. Hut even if it had been utralgh 113 Bouth First street, are closing
and the young man had t ou piayitig. in the end he would have lout his these goods out regardless of cost.
sizes
at
f.oo.
It will pay you to call and see them.
Just the same.
Navajo
l'illow Tops, Germantown Wool, 2. so and
Jf the Chicago professor 1 not given his youthful su'iiente, he ought to
A tickling cough, from any cause,
in this city.
be able to gel a fairly large class of grown-up- s
sizes
!
Oo
3.
at 2.00.
quickly stopped by Dr. K hoop's
ouish Cure. And it is so thorough
Navajo Looms, 1.00 size, at 60c.
Harper's Magasibe: There Is a bright young allurhe at the British ern- - ly harmless and safe, that Dr. Khoop
tells mothers everywhere to give it
baaKy la Washington who, shortly afu-- r hi urrivai in thin country, wn
Indian Moccasins, 1.50 goods at 1. 00.
even to very
without hesitation,
guet at a dinner given by the wife of a well known official at the iiatlonal young
green
babes.
wholesome
Tho
Indian Moccasins, 1.25 goods at 65c.
Is
Inadequate.
buopilality
iiolurlouly
repast
whobe
capital,' hostess
The
.s
leave and tender stems of a
waa of he
".mple kind expected by any one who had ever beu
shrub,
Navajo Blankets at 20 pt r cent discount from regufurnish
mountainous
guest at the house. It served meieiy as an appetiser to the hungry Union to curative properties to Dr. Snoop's
prices.
lar
brought
as
was
moat
duwaufacUon
his
and wiri coffee
.'otiiufh Cure.
It calms th rough,
not notice it. In
The hosteas, however,
and heals the sore and sensitive
musing to ihe other guesls.
Lrurx
may
we
me
mernbrances.
hlai
No opium,
when
amiably:
"Now,
tell
to
have
the
do
him
she said
v'eacur
no chloroform, nothing harsh used
"Immediately, madam, )tn mediately.
will
Vf bavliig you dine with us itgaln?"
All Goods Marked in Plain Figure.-Y- ou
to lr,)ure or Suppress. Hlrnply a
w
the unexpected reply.
to
plant
extract,
helps
resinous
that
Save Money by Trading with Us
ut Uit.it lungs.
Tne Spaniards
Tee
To m m ul eail thi shrub which
Tom Walaon.
"I'yan is one big laugh."
the doctor
UMnt.
"Tt.e Kacrcd Jierb." Always
BUI's expa.ni.ive auilie.
stave
dre,r.l Itr. b loop's Cough Cure.- PLACE
Druggists.
All
REMEMBER
with Kviriw
F.f'Kn tbuuand pounds of buna b't. for the "Jatkirs1
abips. Jf, nice to be an otocer lu the navy.
TOVhS TOVMM TOVK!!! '
OUT 1H IK
ll AUK lyvl.N
AM iOU CAS CtT! lilt
Watch the bosom of the Pacific a oil i'b pride
heu the fleet geU bAKGAI.

Can t be possible, that the Prohibition party is going to be a real fac
tor In national politics?
at looks like It
In 1800 the Prohibitionists polled only 208.000 votes. In 104, out of
11,500,000 votes, only 258, 53 were cast for prohibition.
Not much, surely.
But, in the face of this, look at the prohibition map. It will surprise you.
There are only eight whisky states in the union.
Two states are absolutely prohibition. All the others have local option
laws, and more than half of thelrrltory is dry.
(In 1870 there were but S, 500,000. peeple living In dry territory; today
there are more than 33,000,000.
In 1870. per cent of the people of the United 8tates were affected by
prohibition laws; today more than 40 per' cent' are directly affected, having
chosen these laws for themselves.
lAt the November elections the largest portion of Delaware, voied to prohibit the sale of liquor.
In Illinois, 131 out of 137 districts voted against licensing saloons, mean,
ing that 50,000 square miles of Illinois had gone prohibition.
In Kentucky, New Jersey, Ohio and Mississippi the people expressed
themselves as in favor of Increasing prohibition setnlment. Alabama Is on
the verge of state prohibition.

-

.Tbanksgiv ing S&le Cutlery.
Our Blegant Line of

Indian Store

Indian Store

Rate one and

one-thir-

fare

d

Always

Fresh

for round trip. Date of sale

Dec 23, 24, 25, 30, 31,
'07, and Jan. 1,'08
Final Return Limit Jan.

608

T. N, LINVILLE,

Grocer
503 W. Central

: "Phone

238

T. E. I'urdy, Agent
UOOCJOUCXXXJUOO.XJtX

XJUCXXXXJUU

When You Begin

Christmas
Buying

We have a lot, of Bargains in Holiday
Coods, in addition to our regular line of

Indian and Mexican Wares, which we
have always sold at bottom prices.

REMEMBER

kt-f-

j

lung-hta.u-

d--

hl

THE

North 1st, Just Above Central Ave.

.

tbMtl

O. A. MATsO.V A CO.

ThatJAll Our Fine

Diamonds and High Grade Jewelry
represent unredeemed pledges, and have
been secured at low prices, consequently we
are in position to sell them to you at a discount of from 25 to 50 per cent on the usual
jeweler's price, and we will do it Call and
be convinced of the truth of what we say.

1L.

G.

Roseniield

The Man You Can Trust

118 Central Avenue

Albuquerque, N, M.

.

i.

thviikday. dec.

ALBUQUERQUE

i07.

EVENING

GXTimZ.

ate.

Toys, Dolls, Engines, Lanterns, Gams, Games, Juvenile and Humorous Books,
Bibles, Catholic and Protestant Prayer Books, Calendars, Pictures, Leather
Goods, China, Bric
Toilet Sets; in fact, a Full Santa Claus Outfit.

See our $1 Painting Play Book at 35c
Moving Teddy Bear Books at 25 cents

fJn

r

For Cliristmas
'Buyers

We bougtit ni're IteATlly of bountiful gool than the
conditions justify, and In order to move these good quickly, vve are
making prices lower than they should be sold for. Make selections
now while the stock Is complete.
Rich Cut Glass, the mont beau -tlful Hand Painted Clilna ever shown in tlic city; leather Goods,
Toilet Seta, Shaving Sets, Raby Sets, Painty Perfumes, Toilet Waters, lio Candies. Don't fall to inspect our stock.

irent

Our Famous
Bread and Cakes

N. Tl.: Our Prescription

Department always

We have removed from our safes, refinished
and placed on sale a fine' collection of

In charge of registered

H. O'RIELLY CO.

'

Almost

in;

Brighten up the home
for the holidays and give
it a more cheerful ap-- ,
peirance. Wc have a
large stock of Tabour-ette- s,
pedestals, children's
chairs, rockers, tables, parlor tables, card tables, piano
benches, book cases, rockers, couches, davenports,
music cabinets, desks, cheval glasses, pictures, sewing
tables and baskets.

Style of Jewelry yon may wish, with or without

DIAMONDS

The Busiest Drug House Between Denver and Los Angeles

NONE BITTER

New Things

Unredeemed Pledges

Piutrmaciet.

Jm

"

RUMOR BOHUS SYSTEM

FRENCH
BAKERY
212

f. Central,

IS DISCONTINUED

Phone 597

TXXXXOCXXXXXXXXXXXXX)CXX)0'

II

;
Consisting of.
RINGS. WATCHES, BRACELETS. STUDS. KOARF PINS,
MATCH BOXER. B Itl KM'll ES, FOHS. WATCH CHAINS,
IOCKETS, CUFF BUTTONS.
NECK CHAINS AND
' OTHER JEWELRY
IN LARGE VARIETY,
WE GET THESE GOODS ON LOANS, AT ' LESS
THAN THEIR KHA L VALUE, AND YOU GET TILE
BENEFIT BY, BUYING OF US.

has now a population of nearlv one
thousand
people.
B. J. Norby Is
presiueni ot tne commercial club,
and 8. A. Jones la secretary. B. T.
James Is president of the Enterprise
Publishing company and he Is also
presiding elder of the Methodist
R. C. Edgell is business
church.
manager of the Melrose Enterprise
which is published by this company.

Come early, Select your Xmas

Purchases and we will
lay the goods away for you till wanted

Clovls.

"From Melrose we pass through St.
Vraln and Blacktower
and then
comes the magic city of Clovls,
because the Santa Fe railway
Santa Fe Official Says There which
has touched it with lis wand has
prang into a City in less than a year.
Is Nothing In an
"This Is the division point and also
the junction point with the Pecos
.. . Still on Union.
valley brunch of the Sania Fe and is
to be also the terminal of the long
talked
of
Brownwood extension
rumors are current which will unite .New. Mexico with
Unconfirmed
that the Santa Fe Is preparing to call Texas with a direct line arid will give
off Its lockout on union machinists us an outlet to the gulf. Tne survey
and bollermakers and do away with for this road has but lately been
the bonus fystem in the Albuquercompleted.
It will strike the town
que shops on January 1. The report of Texico, nine
miles, eaat,
will
has gained wide circulation, but is run into Clovis as the end otand
tha digenerally unbelleved.
vision.
Union machinists walked out of
"A magnificent concrete, mission
the shops three years ago last May. style depot, a sixty thousand dollar
The Santa Ke declared an open shop Harvey hotel, "a thirty thousand doland employed non-unimen and lar reading room, an eighteen douput the bonus system into force. The ble stall roundhouse and a concrete
road followed the rule of employing coaling station with machine shops
no machinists known to them to be to accommodate a thousand miles of
union men.
railroad and the rolling stock which
"No word has reached here of the goes with it is something of what
Santa Fe calling off the lockout," said the Santa Fe railroad, Is doing for
a Santa Fe official In a position to ClovU. And the citizens are not beknow. "And I don't think there Is
In their enterprise in making a
any probability of the road doing hind
town. It la lncommon with all the
away with the bonus system. We are other
towns
a radius of fifty
still adhering to the rule of employ- miles in onewithm
of the best farming
ing no men known to us to be union- belts of the whole
southwest.
ists. I think-thrumor Is unfound- courd be seen growing this past Here
aea-o- n
. ...
ed,"
corn, wheat, millet, melons, and
The"report' spread 'through union' in fact
In
greatest
the
rlmlai afiA nnlnn mar, .ou Ik. nto abundance.
Fe has become disgusted with condi- - j 'The population of the town is now
tions as they have existed Bince the about
twelve hundred rnd here you
lockout and wants a change.
find something ot ; he conveniences
of a city. K. C. Reid has put In a
fine system of water works.
The
Roosevelt County Telephone comGOV. CURRY AND PARTY pany ha a fine 'telephone plant. An
electric light, company Is organized
and the streets are lined with good
cement walks. There are two banks,
the First National which has deON THEIR WAY TO
posits of about one hundred thousand dollars, and the ClovU National. There are two newspapers, the
Clovis News and Chronicle, the first
L
of which Arthur B. Curren la editor
and proprietor and the last publish-- 1
ed by W. H. Palmer and S. I. Para'
dise.
.
(Continued From Page One.)
Texico.
"Texico. nine miles further on and
the eastern gate of New Mexico, is
miles east. Fort Sumner is a very a twin city with Farwell, Texas, Just
likely little place which revives the across the line.
The- - two- name of the old fort which was lo- make In fact one place. The cities
comcated about six miles distant. It la bined population
is
1500.
at the old town of Fort Sumner that Texico has long been about
handicapped
the grave of "Billy the Kid" is lo- by the uncertainty of Its land titles
cated, and where the government In which has forbid on the old town-sit- e
an early day spent a mint ot money
any very expensive improvedeveloping its reserve and irrigating ments. It
from Its incepits fine farms and gardens. Here can tion one ofhasthebeen
busiest little places
be seen the dead trunks of Immense In the west and though handicapped
cottonwood trees, many of them five by the fact
its neighbor town
and six feet in diameter, which have Clovls is to that
be
of the
been allowed to die for want of care Santa Fe railwaythe itsfavorite
and irrigation. Surrounding the new citizenship are far from enterprising
discouraged
town there is about twelve thousand and are hard at work building
up
acre;! of Irrigable land. The water is the interest
of
place.
their
taken from the river and has been Santa Fe has built a fine depot The
on
bought from the early native settlers the New Mexico side of the
line and
by the colonists who have come in will begin soon the
of
construction
to develop the country In the past
dapot
the . Texas sine in
eighteen months. There are perhaps aFarweil, theon building
of which has
twenty stores and quite a number of been ordered by the Texas
railway
residences. The Kemp Lumber com- commission.
All
business
pany of Koswell has a large branch are so well represented in interests
town
this
yard - here of which Lee Carter is that sjm.ee forbids their
mention,
manager.
The .principal merchanthere are two newspapers, two nadise stores 'are those of Abreu and tional banks and several wholesale
Sandoval, and A. B. Harris.
stores.
La LftJide.
"On this whole trio barring the dis"La Lande, Just five miles further tance from Vaughn to the Pecos riveast from Fort Sumner is a promis- er one Is impressed with the magniing little place, whose chief chance ficent possibilities of this newly openof making it go Is the splendid quar- ed country, the fact that it is a farmries of fine building rock which lie ing country ia now no longer in
right at its doors.
Here Judge W. doubt agriculturally It Is no longer
K. MmJ!ll is the "Hermano Mayor." an experiment, every quarter of a
He is editor pf the La Lande Times section of land has its homesteader,
and also United State court com- and buildings are going up as fast
missioner. In company with W. K. as lumber yards can supply the maLindsay, of PortaJes, lie Is the chle: terial. The class of settlers are, from
owner of the townsite. E. D. Stoner the looks of their buildings and fine
is the postmaster and here in keep- stock and teams, higher than the
ing with all of the stations of the average. The correspondent
ended
new railroad Is to be seen a really his sojourn at Texico with the feelbeautiful concrete
depot building. ing that our territory is greater In
The population of La Lande Is about its resources and personal than we
four hundred.
had dreamed, and that In the development of our agricultural InterMelrose.
"Passing the town of Taiban which ests we have Just found ourselves,
is nearly as large as La Lande. and and we also felt that we have to
thank the Santa Fe railway for anwhich has surrounding It
fine
gift of splendid domain which.
farming country where aboutsome
a thou- other
opening tip by this line, it has
sand filings have been made on In
for us.
homesteads
In
ths past year, we practically
come to the pretty little town of
I .ATI-XTIIK
AIL
COI'YIUGHT
Melrose. This Is a town which re- IMHkS.
Jis't TIIK THING Poll
fused to be killed. It was originally tlllUSTMAS.
meant to be the division point of the
. A. MATSON
& CXI.
railway and the Santa Fe Land and
u
Improvement company spent a great
Ladles" fine piano felt Julletes, fur
deal of money In improving a town-sit- trimmed, flexible sole, medium toe,
and a local company also sold low
celebrated Dolgeville
many lots. The railroad here start- make.heel.The The
name Is a guarantee as
ed to build the Identical
round- to real merit and wearing quality of
houses and machine shops whlrti It these slippers. The uppers are made
Is now constructing at Clovls. but af- from fine selected live wool felt, the
ter doing an Immense amount of perfection of strength, warmth and
grading and expending on Its depot 'liability, while
the soles are durand roundhouse upwards
of sixty able leather. Colors are red, green,
thousand dollars the company chang- brown or black. Prices f 196 'and
ed Its mind and took up all Its build- tlJ9. C. May s Shoe Store, Sit West
ings and material except the splen- Central avenue.
'
J
did depot and transported everything
o
to Clovls. Melrose Is easily the mom
KODAKS Km (IJIKIVTMAS.
O, A. MAIM).
important town west ot ClovU and
t.v,

Y
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The
MOST POPULAR

DINING ROOM

Columbus
Hotel
OCXXXXXXXOOOOCXXXXXXXXXXXX)

'
HENRY'S
Cleaning and Pressing
Works
The

most
cleaning- - and pressing
parlors in the city.
J. A. Gardner, Prop,
West Silver Ave
109-1- 1

e

$16.00

Per Month and Up
or by the Week, Day

-

or Meal.

MRS.M.E. NORRIS

BECOMING ACTIVE
by Lieu-

tenant Heald, and the First Regimental band, under the direction of
James Devlne, turned out in ligjit
marching order last night for an in.

spection by Major B. Kuppe in Co.
K's armory In Old Albuquerque.
Quite a number of the residents of
Old Albuquerque were present to see
the company go through its maneuvers. Company E Is searching for recruits to bring its strength to the
minimum of 68 men as required by
the new territorial statute. Its present roster is 42.
The niw statute requiring militia
companies to have a minimum
strength of 5S men becomes effective
January ""!, but Governor Curry has
extended Hhe time indefinitely so the
companies can come up to the new
requirements.
Company E will give a dance In
Armljo hall, the company's quarters.
New Year's eve. The First Regiment
or
orchestra, under the . direction
James Devlne, will furnish the music.

$100

M'GORD OFFERS
FOR

BEST CANTALOUPE

H. H. McCord. of the Mesllla

Val-

ley Development company, has notified Secretary It. E.
of the
Twl-tchell- .

board ot control of the National Irrigation congress, that he will give
a prlz tf too to the person having
tho finest exhibit of New Mexico
grown cantaloupes at the irrigation
congress1

However,

Mr.

specifies

McCord

that the. cantaloupes must be grown
from the Waters titraln of seed.
"This cantaloupe," says Mr. McCord,
"the Lyons & Coggins people have
brought to a high state of perfection

v

through, years of experimenting and
commands from 20 to 60 per cent
more money in the eastern market
than any other melon."
Messrs. Lyons & Coggins have
made a contract with Mr. McCord to
take al the melons grown on hi
large ranch near Las Cruces.
'

Fresh oysters daily at the

pion Grocery.

,

r

,,

Cham-

...

.

'

Eait Coal Avenue

Company E, commanded

Phone 452

114

Our pfices are strictly reasonable in every department. Remember we
set aside your selection or delivery when desired

ALBERT FABER

W. Central

Central Ave.

308-31- 0

'

WITH AMP7JS MEANS

AND UNSURPASSED FACTXJTIE9

FOR CHRISTMAS

EXAMINATION FREE

O

What would be more appropriate than GOOD VISION
Call at my office and I will tell
you how you can make father
or mother a present of a fine
pair of Glasses guaranteed to
'
"
fit correctly.

-

J

BANK OF COMMERCE of ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER ACCOMMODATION
AND SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.

.

CAPITAL. .

Carries, Oph. D. ,14?HCEnS:
loooooocoooooo
C. H.

SOLOMON

,

:

...

e,

,

.

FOR

THREE

CASES OF

Publicity Committee

e

Reports.
Tha board ot control of the Irrigaheld an important
meeting yesterday afternoon at the
Commercial club, which was attend
ed by Governor Curry. Col. Ii. hi.
was mads
Twltchell. of Las
secretary of the board by 'the unani
mous vote or the memoers.
nominated
Luna
iHon. Solomon
CoL Twltchell and D. A. MacPherson
seconded the nomination. After tha
unanimous vote making him secretary of the board of control Col.
Twltchell was called on for s speech
He responded telling
of acceptance.
the members he would do- everything
he could for the irrigation congress.
Governor Curry, Chairman Hopewell, Hon. T. B. Catron, O. N. Mar-roU. L.. Brooks and M. L. Htern
spoke briefly of tha progress made
by the board in Its work. Mr. Stern
submitted a report of the committee
on convention hall and the committee was given power to proceed with
its plans.
The following were made member
- i
,
of the board of control;
Union County F. I Bsrch, Clay
ton; T. E-- Mitchell, Albert; Kufrac-iMarUullegos, Gallegos; Kumaldo
tinez, Uallegos.
county Alev Street,
. Quay
Belnap,
Ntura
VVillard
Visa; W. P. Buchanan, Tucumcarl.
Koosevelt County W. K. LJndsey,
W. It. McOlll, W. It. Greeting, C. O.
Leach, Portale.
Col. Twltchell told of the
work
done by the committee on trophies.
of
F. 11. Pierce, general manager
the Agua Pura company, of Ias Vegas, is the latent contributor to the
trophy fund. He offers $100 In
prizes for the best display of wheat
and sugar beets at the irrigation
congress.
Col. U. K. B. Sellers, M. W. Flour-no- y
and H. B. Fergusson offered the
use of a tract of ten acres- of land
near the Barelas terminus of the
street car line as an exhibition farm,
and also 145 city lots as a tent city
to house the delegates. The offer
were promptly accept d.
composed
A publicity committee
of the following was appointed: II.
11. Menlng, secretary,
William K.
lirogan and '&stor Montoya.
n,

t

1

j

j

i

1

;t

12

W. 3. JOHNSON,
Assistant Oaabksr;

J.

.

A. M. BLACK WELL

'

O. BALDIUDGE,

O. K. 42ROMWELL.

i

'

r

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

e

:

tion, congress

"t

j

Thirty People Are Under Quar-aminat Savoy Hotel- -.
Patient Recovering.

'Appointed-Conve-

Halj'Com-mltte-

ntion

.

V
u

President.

LUNA.

8. STRICKLER,
Vlro Prento'ont nA Cashier.
WILLIAM 'McLNTOsll.

THE

SMALLPOX
.,

flSO.000.00
Officers and Directors;

VP.

COL I MICH Ell Elf ClfD
SECRETARY

'

-

eve.-yrMri-

Board and Room

110

A N O.W

.

IN THE CITY

1- -T

Bid

Next Door to Postoffice

For the Christmas Trade'

But no one need suffer
as long as be can get

Boy Series and many others

a-Br-

Telephone 1104

Panic?

Bill Nye's Comic Histories, Peck's

lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Fiintkote Roofing

Albtqtrqte, New Mexico

First and Ma rqoette

Two cases of amallDOx have been
reported to City 'Physician
D. H.
carries, one' from the Savoy hotel,
corner of Silver avenue and First
street, and as a result the Savoy and
Its thirty or more guests were quarantined today.
A man named Sowash, who has
been a guest at the hostelry for several days. Is the victim of the disease
at the hotel.
About ten days ago William Mason
was taerr sick at the Savoy and after treating the man several days
the attending physician found he
had a case of smallpox on his hands
and reported
it to City Physician
Carnes.
'Mason was placed in an adobe
building in Barelas and soon recovered. He was discharged today. However, several persons had visited him
during his few days' illness at the

GIVE US A CHANCE

-

To figure on thnt VI! of lumber.
Our lumber comes from our own
mills located In the best body of
' '
timber In New Mexico. A large stock of dry. sprues
dimension on hand.. Why not buy
the best when It Is Just as cheap?
It will pay you to look into this,

BIO

GRANDE LUMBtH CO.

Phone 8.

Cor. 3rd and Mirquetti

Savoy.

The other case Is that of a man
named Barnes, who 1s now In the
pest house on the mesa.

TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS

rl;

Kt.

St. IjoiiIs Wool Market.
Louis, Dec.
Wool
teady;

unchiinged.

CKICHKO

04X)4000404K3404K4K

The Whitson Music Go.

1.

ESTABLISHED

I.ivfNUM'k.

l882

Representatives of the Only

Chicago, IKic. in. Cattle receipt".
8,000. Market steady. Beeves t3.4flv
S.10; cows and heifers
I1.15W4 0;
Texan
3.10S.8S; calve 18.00
7.2i; western f 3.20 3 4.25; mocker

CHICKERING PIANO

ami feeders $2.304.25.
-t
receipt
friheep
is inn
steady. Muttons $4.00 04.10;
lasavs
13.761 6.20; western 43.766. 10. .
jr-w-

,

Everett, Baumeister, Kimball, Harvard,
Schaeffer, Straube.

Kansna City livestock.
Kansas City, Dec. 19. Cattle reInterior Piano Players. Kimball, Marshall, Wendell.
ceipts 4.000. Market steady. Southern
Sheet Music
steers I !.60 4.26;
cows
southern
Edison Talking Machine
S2.O0Q3.1O;
Victor Talking Machines
stockers and feeders
Call and Hear our New Records.
33.00iUi4. 30; bulls 324008.80; calves
0
Open Evenings
33.506 8.50; western steers $3.0O
p,an0 Tunng
5.00; western cows $3 603.80.
Khsep receipts
3,000.
Market
0K5KKJ4K34K3404K)K3K343
steadp. Muttons I4.00W4.CO;
lambs
$5.25 (ii 6. HO; range wethers
$3.75
4. 0; fed ewes $3. 25314.76.
.
pure
Fine,
candy
Christmas
at the
KODOL Is offered on a guaranteed
plan for the relief c! heart burn, Chumplon Grocery.
no Wines, Liquors & Cigars
flatulence, sour stomach, belching of WATERMAN
FOUNTAIN
III1L
gas, nausea, and all stomach trou9.
H. H. Samuels, Prop.
PENS,
bles. It digests what you eat. It will
O. A. MATKON A CO,
make you healthy. Sold by J. H.
115 WeSt Central AVe.
O'Rlelly.
Free Lunch Day and Night
DeWitt's little Early
Risers ar
bet.t
pills
by
Sold
the
H.
made.
J.
The reason we do so much ROUGH O'RIelly.
DKY work is because we do It right
n
and at the price you cannot afford to
Fresh, sweet apple cider at the
have It done at home.
Champion Grocery.
OR. C. H. CON MM R
IMPKltlAt, LAC'NDItY CO.
HUYLE11S' AND LOWNEYS' CAN. omrmofATHio
HrncMN and
Best remedy for mofcer to use la
IMES Jl fcT A Kit IV ED.
mumamoM
Kennedy's Laxative Cough yrup. It
O. A, MATSON A CO.
taates nearly as good as mable sugar,
GROCERY COMPANY
it contains no opiates. Sold by J. H.
flweet naval oranges at the Cham- All Curmblm
rrsstssf.
W Cttmrgm tor Camamltmt.tit.
pion Grocery.
p.'RleHyjt
4
W. TUrrag Plume SI
".
M. T. Armljo Building
Hand made article af Urt. WU-ao- n
Matteuccl Br is.. Prop.
Bpbscrlbs for 'The Ctlien and get
a, 2H West GW
the news.
aj.nu.,
y
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"SHOVE OFF!"

DEATH OF TIBER KAISER'S HEALTH

WILL BE

CAUSE FOR

SA

ANXETY

Attorney-Gener-

Issues

al

Let-te-

r

theAntl-Gamblln-

g

19.
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Grand Canyon and Return

Any Time.

Pee. 19. That
law will
at
be enforced In every particular
evident
the appointed hour Is quite
has
which
from a circular letter,
General
by Attorney
been Issued
Hervey.
to
the various
The Instructor
county authorities are very explicit.
The official letter Is as follows:
"Your attention Is called to chapthe letrlflatlve
ter 4 of the actsyearof 1907.
prohibitassembly for the
of
In the territory
ing gamblingNew Mexico. The governor requests
to
ee
attorneys
that all the district
It that this law Is properly enforced,
counand that you advise the proper
ty officers, Including the fherlff. to
thereof
see thit all violations according are
to
promptly dealt with
you
law. and along this line I refer
rendered
to the opinion heretofore
maand sent you In regard to slot may
chines and In order that there
you
the
be no confusion I submit to
fol (owl lg observations:
1 of said act every
Section
"I'nder
game that is named of course Is probut
hibited, and not only those games you
all games of like character, and In
should always resolve the doubt
favor of the people of the territory
and proceed with prosecutions notIf
there Is any doubt, and the act and
only includes the games named, addigames of like character, but In
tion to those, any other games played
with dice or cards.
"A 'game' as used In this- statute
means one at which money or other
property Is or may be won or lost,
and a 'banking game" Is a 'game
conducted by one or more personn
where there is a fund against whlcn
everybody has a right to bet, the
owner of the bank being responsible
for the payment of all the funds, taking all that Is won and payingques-all
the
that is lost,' and therefore
has a
tion as to whether the house materrakeoff or percentage Is not
ial."
District Attorneys Must Not Defend
Cases! In U. 8. Court
Attorney General Hervey has also
the
sent another circular letter to terseveral district attorneys of the
In
ritory requesting them to desist
the practice which has been In vogue
couna
for some time of appearing
sel for the defense in criminal cases
on trial In the federal courts. This
communication follows:
request
"The governor asks me toattorneys
district
that hereafter the not
defend crimiin New Mexico do
nal case In the United States courts.
.the past and
In
This has been done
no objection has ever been raised and
has been dome by some of the best
officers the territory has had, but in
the future the governor desires that
as some
ihis practice be discontinued
complications might arise therefrom."
-

Underwood
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Typewriter
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Fatal Complications at

Act.

Santa Fe, N. M..
New Mexico's
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His Ear Disease May Develop

Cautioning Enforcement
of

TliniSOAV.

Paris, pee. 19. The newspnpers
of France are considerably occupied
Just now with the health of the Ger
man emperor.
in spite of the assurances given Dy
issued
physicians and statements
from authorised sources, the Paris
Journals silll persist In believing that
he Is affected by a grave malady.
The newspapers urge that no re
liance should be placed on authorised statements and cite the case of
King Alfonso of Spain, who was actually in the hands of Dr. Moure, being treated for a nasal obstruction,
while It was positively denied by au
thority that he had evef consulted
Dr Moure or that anything was the
matter with htm.
Omipllintlon
Polllf
emperor, the
iSo It is with the
newspapers say. They assert that it
Is known here that his ear disease
Is one that at any time may produce
complications affecting his brain and
even leading ta his death. His throat
trouble also Islnown to have caused
grave anxiety both to the emperor
himself and to the German and English specialists whom he consulted,
especially In view of the history of
the family.
If he had been In good health,
says the Patrle, "he certainly would
have shown dissatisfaction with the
chancellor for his extraordinary action in soliciting a vote of confidence
from the Kelchstag, thus transforming the empire Into a parliamentary
monarchy."
The same Journal attributes the
emperor's abstention from crltlclcm
to the fact that he believes Von Bue-loto be the only man capable of
directing foreign affairs In case the
Crown Prince, who is "soft, but not
clever, should be culled to the
throne.
Attributed to French Tllood.
The French press admits that the
emperor himself Is not unpopular In
France, for he has many qualities
which seem derived from the French
blood In his veins. Even his extraordinary vanity, his fickleness, his In
stability of purpose, as well as his
real charm of manner when he wish
es to please are credited to his French
blood.
The emperor Is always particularly agreeable to French people
whom he meets In Germany or
abroad.

The Titan of Chasms

For
Speed, Safety
and Surety
Iff:

Stop over and visit the
Petrified Forest

The

Tickets on sale Jan. 1, 2, and 3

Underwood

Return limit 30 days from date of sale. Stopovers in either
direction. Call at ticket office for full particulars.

Carriage rides securely
and smoothly day by day
and year by year.
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REFORM IS

I.
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Successor to
KAKIX, and BAOUECHI & GIOMI

3

ktep everything la stock t outfit to
most fastidious bar oomploto

i

t

Typewriter
Wf

Company

SWEEPING TUCSON

&

Have Ixvn appointed exclusive agents in tha Southwest for Jos. 6.
Win. lcnip and St. IxuU A. II. C. Breweries: Yellestone,
Si'hlltz.
; recti Hlver, V. II. Mc Ilraycr'8 CVdar Brook, Ioula Hunter, T.
Monarch, and other brands of whiskies too numerous to mention.
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS
mut sell the strnlght article as received from, the best Wineries
listillerles and Breweries in the United States. Call and inspect
our Stock and prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue and Price
Ldst. Issued to dealers only.

Show.
XJadttvrood

Treasurer.

Wines, Liquors and Cigars

Speed Championship at
The National Business

s

."X

MKII1

the

semi-annuall- y,

Chas. Mellnl, Secretary
O. Bachechl,

Consolidated Liquor Company

The Underwood
Standard
Typewriter

'""(.;.

PURDY, Agent

J. D. Eakln, President
O. Gioml, Vice President.
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No Spreading of Rails
No Hot Boxes
No Flat Wheels
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MORAL

.

Nature's Masterpiece

Why visit the Alps, when Nature's Greatest
Wonder is less than 500 miles from home?

in Traveling a SOLID
ROAD BED is Essential.

'

:

1722 Welton Street

Denver, Colorado

J

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

The Authorities of the Old Pueblo
Hud Alimmt lVrgttten That a
Jtoiiiarkabta Snapshot of Ttenr Admiral ltoblev 1. Kvani. ComniatMl.
fm
er-liMan llod to lie of Age Before
willed today for the Westhkr of tile Atlnntlc-Pucift-c
HHt which
ern Oeeun. Tills luUKranh of Admiral
lie Could Legally Get
Evans, the most picturesque fig
a Jag On.
ure In tlie American Navy todny, sliuvts hlni In Mrlklng attltnde on his
Nhlp, giving an order.
ALBUQUCRQUm
NZW MktXIGO
A general spasm of moral reform.
ACCUSED
P. MATTEUCCI
CALDWELl,
which is Just now manifesting Itself
In Tucson In a variety of ways, such
as the recent campaign for the clos
STEAMER ON
SHOE STORE AND REPAIRS
GONE
ing of the saloons on Sunday, the
OFPEPJUHY,
Capital
more remote sentiment against open
13TH
gambling, the effort to be made to
abolish Gay alley and banish the red
TO PREDICTION CF THOS.
Ktateii Islander Eludes Officers and light Into outer darkness, finds a ml
nor manifestation In the rescue from
WarBerore
Kails for Koine
oblivion of the long forgotten and
rant's l!me.
Ignored ordinance mating
to the
prohibition of the sale of Uouor to
INTEREST ALLOWED ON SAVINGS DEPOSITS
iLondon. Eng.. Dec. 19. Robert C minors, which was to be called to the
DIAMONDS ARE TRUMPS
Caldwell, the "great American affi attention of the dear public and the
by
gentle bonlfaces
the posting In
davit maker" In the Druce case, was every
retail liquor house In thnt city
ought today by Bow street detec
a
nottce
liquor
mat
oi
would not
today
on
issued
a warrant
tives
charging him with perjury In the be sold to minors.
Under the instructions of the city
celebrated hearing. The officers had attorney
and the chief of police, sa
watclhed Caldwell's bos'dlng house
INCREASING IN VALUE STEADmen got busy and posted the
loon
against
was
laid
since Information
which they dug up from all
ILY, 15 TO 30 PER CENT. WE
him a fortnight ago, and they were notices,
dusty
Is
sorts
recesses.
of
quite
It
amazed to learn today that their
HAVE FIVE HUNDRED DOLLARS
of this
ouarry has eacaped. They were told likely thatwillthe consequence
WORTH OF SMALL STONES WE
a
more
be
ordinance
care
much
by his landlord that Caldwell took
WILL SELL AT LOWER PRICES
ful policy from behind the bar in
Itassage on Thursday on the Kalserin separating
the wheat from the tares
THAN THEY CAN BE BOUGHT At
Augusta Victoria from Southampton so far as eligibility
to
a
accumulate
WHOLESALE.
for New York.
Jug is regulated by the number of
Caldwell gave no intimation that summers
VANN JEWELRY CO.
over
passed
have
one's
that
conflight,
taking
to
but
the
was
he
One Door South of Drue Stoop.
trary said he was going to return as head.
The various saloons of Tucson have
noon as he could visit his home In been
by the police to post
St. George. Btaten Island, N. Y.. and these warned
In a good many of tha
obtain certain evidence with which saloonsnotices.
CAREFULLY LOOKED AFTER
signs
the
much In evihe declared he could substantiate his dence, but In the are
places where they
testimony in the Bruce case
DEPOSIT YOUR FUNDS IN THE
scrap
been
relegated
had
to
heap
At the session yesterday the pros- the proprietors were the
notified that
to
it
elected
ecution announced that
they must be dug up and placed In
rest lis case solely upon the testiconspicuous place at once, or the
mony of Its other witnesses on ac- unyielding
strength of
mighty
count of the doubt raised as to Cald- arm of the law would the
be felt at
well's story that he arranged the once.
ALBUQUERQUE
mock funeral of Bruce.
This is an old ordinance and had
Located at 121 North Third
about been forgotten, but the matter
was called to the attention of the city,
street.
The only real steam
fathers and also the chief of police,
cleaning
In the southwest.
plant
move.
hence the recent
We are now better prepared than
TUB THOMAS W. LAWSON.
(
I Remember the
ever before to clean anything that
When Thos. W. Lawson published boom town."
is cleanable.
CULBERSON DISCUSSES
on Frlcay, the 13th, about the tlma
In cleaning, press-In- g
his famous novel, "Friday, the ISth,"
Lawson wus making thlg prediction
and repairing clothes, we take
he predicted that terror and destrucabout Wall street, grim fate was
BUILDERS' AND FINISHEBSV SUPPLIES
the front seat. AH we ask is' a
tion would set la on Wall street.
playing a grewsome Jest. The
d
trial. All work guaranteed. SecOn December 13. which hardened
schooner Thos. W. Lawson,
to be Friday, he
a Matemem
aj lost off the vScllly inlands with
ond hand clothing bought and
Paint None BetNative and Clilcago Lumber. Sherwin-Williasaying that the day made famous by most of the crew.
deGoods
sold.
for
called
and
Building Paper, Plaster, Lime, Cement, Glass, Saab, Doors, Eto
ter.
nov"uod urowniey," the hero In his
There were 20 In the crew, and 19
Washington, I. C. Dec. 19. Sen el,
livered on short notice.
alreauy arrived.
He said: were drowned. The Lawson was the
Etc.. Etc
ator Culberson yesterday discussed his "As had
I scan the surface of Wall street largest sailing vessel n the world.
resolution directing
the committee
gase
green
nd
ooze at She was built by Crowninshield. She
lis
on finance to Investigate the causes the corpsesbeneath
PHONE 460
on the bottom, I realize was propelled wholly by sails, but a
C. BALDRIDCE
He re- the feebleness of my description,
Bear in mind that good
J of the financial stringency.
liy larger crew was not necessary, beM
ferred to the message of the presi the time another Friday the 13th
cause
was
heavier
the
of
much
labor
beer u health sustaining.
dent In which he suggested the
swings into view Wall
will re- done by steam hoists and other
of legislation In the near fu- semble the graveyard street
To be sure of good beer
of a deserted
ture
president
and
said either the
make it a point to ask (or
had changed his mind or the congress was loth to carry out his
A Good liniment.
FORT BAYARD, N. M., NOV. 25.
When you neej a good reliable 1907. Sealed proposals, In triplicate,
OF
A llelluble Jlcmed; fur Croup.
for
construction of a coal shed
try Chamberlain's
Pain and the
reWith the dry, cold weailur of the liniment
post,
will
trestle
be
this
at
early winter months, parents of crou-l- y Balm. It has no superior for sprains ceived here until 11 a. m., Dec. 14,
children should be on the alert and swelling. A piece of flannel 1UU7. and tnen opened. Information
Jtlwayi Tkm turn Old Geerf Blalm
for ominous symtoms. There Is no slightened
U. 8. redampened
with
Pain furnished on application.
cause
for anxiety, however, when
serves right to accept or reject any
The hop bitter act as an
Chumberlaln's Cough Remedy Is kept Balm Is superior to a plaster for or all proposals or any part thereof.
in the home.
appetizer and digestant and
containing
If this medicine Is lame back or pains In the aide or Knvelopes
proposals
given as soon as child
becomes chest. It also relieves rheumatic should be marked
'"Coalshed and
Depository A. T. & S. F. Railroad Company
the malt nourishes. Drink
croupy
or
even
pains
hoarse
and makes sleep and rest pos- Trestle," and addressed to Capt. S.
after the
may
cough
appeared,
has
M.
by
Q.
the
sible.
Cavalry.
attack
For
sale
druggists.
P.
9th.
all
i
"Blatz with your meals.
Vestal.
3, 1907
be warded off. Mn. 8. Uoslnthal, of
Have it on the family table
Turner. Michigan, says: "We have
LIABILITIES
RESOURCES
used Chamberlain's Cough medicine
and enjoy its benefits.
.$ 252,653.01
Capital and Surplus
for ourselves and children for several
Loans and Discounts
tl,T4,tl.tt
years and like It very much. I think
200,000.00
91,293. 71
Circulation
Bonds, Securities and Real Estate. .
WE FILL
. 2, 553, 037. 0
It is the only remedy for croup and
Deposits
I308.0U0.00
U. 8. Bonds
highly
can
al
It."
recommend
For
'i..m.M.-Exchange
4IS.134.40
lt'lcihoiie 143.
PRESCRIPTIONS RIGHT
by all druggists.
SS4.33I.61
Cash in Vault
m 111.0SS
.
WEST RAILROAD AVE203
313 Went Central Avenue.
Nothing more
appropriate for
At
Consistent
Caao Resources
1.167.46.tl
NUE
NEXT TO BANK OF
On
Christmas than a photograph.
$j.oo5,io.ii
TotaU
$3,005, 690. tj
COMMERCE..
Prices
dozen cabinet photographs II. 00.
Totals
MILLET BTVDIO,
21S West lullrottd Avenue.
i-

STRANGE FATE OF
FRIDAY
THE
GIVES GREWSOME MEANING
LAWSON

sad Surplus, $.00,000

Green Front

105 North First Street

ALL THE TIME

WHEN YOU WANT

MONEY

Thornton,

STATE NATIONAL BANK

The Cleaner

seven-niusie-

423 South First

J.

Ge FIRST

J

NATIONAL BANK

Albuquerque. New Mexico
United States Depository
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rector of the most Important educational Institution In America.
Mgr. Dennis O'Connell is expected
to pay a vllt to the pope within six
months. When his personal visit to
the Pope takes place It Is expected
here that Important measures will be
agreed upon by the Vatican authorities regarding the administration of
the funds of the Catholic University,
which are at present In a rHther depleted condition. Mgr. O'Connell,
however, may not return to Washington after his visit here, and this announcement Is gathered directly from
gopslp now going on In Vatican cir-

BISHOPS

NEW

FOR UNITED
STATES

EVENING ' GITIZ2B. n

PACE SEVEX.

CLASSIFIED ADS

cles.

Mgr. Kennedy and Mgr.
to Re Recognized

O'Con-ne-

ll

at

Coming Consistory.

1. Both the
which wa to take

secret
place
consistory,
on Monday, and the public one, which
la to be held on Thursday, will be
events of (Treat Interest In the history
of the Catholic church In the United
States. It will be then that Mgr.
Kennedy, of Philadelphia, the rector
of the American college here, and
Mgr. Dennis O'Connell, rector of the
Catholic University at Washington,
will be recognized as bishops of the
church and admitted to all the privileges of the Episcopal dignity, together with several other new bishops
recently named In the United States
and in Canada.
The Episcopal consecration of Mgr
Kennedy will take place in the
chapel of the American college, and
will be performed by the former
apostolic delegate to the United
With him
States. Cardinal Satoel
Is
will attend the function, which
scheduled to take place a week from
two American ' bishops
tomorrow,
who are coming here for the Philadelphia Catholics who wish to assist
In the ceremony to do honor to their
former pasor.
Gibbons to Consecrate O'Connell.
Cardinal Gibbons, 'of Baltimore,
will be delegated by the Vatican authorities to act as the consecrator to
rthe Episcopal dignity of Mgr. Dennis
O'Connell, the rector of the Catholic
University at Washington. The ceremony will take place very soon. Many
bishops of the United States will attend the ceremony of the consecration of Mgr. O'Connell, as he is the

Itomr,

Dec.

CHRISTMAS CAKES AXD ALE

Pnlllnm for Archbishop O'Connell.
tAnother ceremony of the coming
the
consistory which will Interest
Catholics of America will be the conferring of the pallium upon the new
Archblfhop of Boston, Mgr. O'Connell.
Whenever the newly named
Archbishop Is not able to attend the
consistory following his nomination,
a formal demnnd for the pallium Is
made to the Pope by a procurator,
who kneels before the papal throne
and makes a formal demand that the
pallium be conceded. In the present
case the new Bishop of Adrlanopolls,
the rector of the American college
here, will act In that capacity and
will perhaps be entrusted with the
delivery of the precious emblem to
In the present
the Boston prelate.
case It Is desired In Vatican circles
that some eclat shall be given to the
occasion and for this reason It is
more thnn likely that Mgr. Kennedy
may be mnde the special messenger.
The pallium Is exclusively worn
by archbishops, and is made Ilka a
ll'.tle slole of white wool. The lambs
from which the wool is taken are
reared by the nuns of the Convent of
St. Allies in
this my, and are
brought to the Vatican every year to
by
be blessed
the Pope. Then they
are shorn of their wool, which is
made by the nuns Into pallium-shape- d
stoles. When a number are ready
they are sent to the Vatican and the
Pope himself places them on the
tomtb of St. ePterfl on June 29. which
Is the feast of that Saint. They are
left there for eight days, and then
they are blessed by the Pope for distribution among the archbishops of
the world.
The pallium must be burled with
the prelate who has allowed It after
his death, and must be worn by him
at all the ceremonies he celebrates
during his life as a high prelate of
the church. The pallium which will
now be pent to the Boston archbi9hop
will be Inclosed in a precious box, and
its presentation will be made at a
special ceremony in the Cathedral.

PERSONAL
I. A. Dye Is In Santa Fe on business.

Nina Otero has returned ts
Santa Fe after an extended visit to
Mrs. N. B. Field, of this city.
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Jake Myer,
107 West Fruit avenue,. Wednesday
morning, a daughter.
Mrs. A. B. McGaffey, accompanied
by her son, left Wednesday to spend
the winter In Los Angeles.
(Miss Julia Jaffa, who is a student
at Wolfe Hall at Denver, arrived in
Santa Fe today to visit her parents
during the holidays.
The Varsity girls' basket ball team
will leave tonight for Gallup, N. M.,
where It will play t,he High school
girls' team tomorrow night. '
A Staab, of Santa Fe, who has Just
recovered from injuries received In
the wreck of Santa Fe train No. 1,
arrived in Albuquerque Wednesday
evening.
Contracts have been awarded to
A. W. .tnaon for the masonry work,
and John Hart for the building of
the additions of an engine room, refrigerating plant, ice storage and
bottle Btorago buildings to the plant
of the Southwestern Brewery & Ice
company.
W. H. Burbage. of Wlnslow, was In
Holbrook, Ariz., last week and Incidentally enriched
the. treasury of
0
Navajo county to the amount of
payment
in the
of his own and
his depositors and clients taxes for
1907. Mr. Burbage is president of a
bank at Wlnslow.
Colonel William H. Greer passed
trough the city yesterday on the
limited en route lor Ios Angeles,
and was met at the depot by Colonel
Sellers, of this city. Mr. Greer was
formerly president of the Albuquerque Traction company, and connected for some time with various Interests in Albuquerque.
An argument In Old Town Tuesday night was the cause of serious
trouble between Joe Bams, the baseball player, and Julian Martinez, and
resulted in Kama striking Martinez.
Martinez then had Bams arrested
and the trouble was finally settled
before Justice of the Peace Jose K.
parties
both
liomcro Wedneiiday,
paying the costs of the afTalr.
Edward C. Burke, secretary of the
New Mexico statehood league, re
turned to his liaina in Santa. Fe last
evening. He accompanied Governor
Curry to the statehood meeting held
here yewterday, and while here Is
sued a clever little card, giving many
interesting facts about New Mexico,
which will be distributed among the
delegates who go to Washington to
work fur the statehood of New Mex
iMiss

copyright!'""
of ye olden time have always been
W
celebrated In song and story.
furnish the Xmas cakes and pies
you
for your Christmas cheer, and
cair eat -- and matte merry to your
heart'a content on our delicious, ornamental loaf and large cakes, as
well as rich and toothsome mince
and pumpkin pies, pound and fruit
cakes. Special cakea ornamented for
the occasion can be ordered at any
time.
--

Pioneer Bakery,
207 South First St

CRYSTAL THEATRE

H

$4,-00-

120 W. Gtild Avenue

THIS

WEEK

Sherman and Fuller
Illustrated Song
Osra L. Goodhue
The 3 Macs 3
and the

Crystalagraph
Souvenir
Matinees
Every
Tuesday and Friday.
Clilldrena Candy Matinee. Saturday.

Ladies

ELKS THEATER

lCO.

OPPORTUNITIES

FOR RENT

WANTED

FOR RENT FurnUhed rooms and
board in the Highlands. 616 East
Central.
FOR RENT Nice clean furnished
rooms, modern. S08V4 West Central avenue.
rooms for
FOR RENT (Furnished
light housekeeping.
Apply at 10
East Coal avenue.

WANTED A cook. Apply at ones,
Santa Fe hospital.
WANTED To make your hat and
suit look like new. In the car, west
Gold avenue. Phone 680.
WANTED Klrt - class stationary
engineer wants good situation. A.
J. iNelson, 820 Mouth Third iitrest.
Koods,
WANTED Gents'
second
hand clothing, shoes and hats at
(15 South First street, south of
viaduct. R. J. Sweeney.
WANTED Books to audit or correct, bookkeeping or office system
to open, books to keep evenings
Address, D. S.
Much experience.
B., care Cltlsen ofBce.
WANTED-HDadl- es
desiring new fall
styles In millinery to call on Miss
Crane, S12 North Second street.
Millinery and dressmaking parlors.
Also apprentices wanted.
Phone

--

FOR SALE
FOR 8ALE Four-roomodern
brick cottage. 4th ward. Cheap for
a few d a y. P. O. Box lg.
FOR SALE Home baking, taffies.
Jellies, etc. 10 E. Coal. Mrs. C. W.
Flneron.
FOH SALE Nine-roomodern,
brick dwelling, best location in
city. A. Fleischer,
212
South
Second street.
FOR SALE Ten pounds extracted
honey for tl; 60 pound can for 15.
Order by postal. W. P. Allen, P. O.
Box 202. Albuquerque, N. M
FOH SAX.E Four-rooframe, stond
foundation, large lot, lawn. If sold
this week $1250.00. 8 Armijo buildm

ing.

FOR SALE Four-roobrick residence, modern, screened porches,
large lot, good location. A bargain.
9 Armijo building.
shingle
FOR SALE $700.
roof, adobe dwelling. N. Fourth
street. A. Fleischer, 212 Vi South
weeona street,
FOH SALE A brand new Stevens'
single barrel shot gun. never fired.
A high grade and strictly up to
date gun. Inquire at The Citiien
m

office.
FOR SALE:

PARAGRAPHS
v

THEY REACH MORE PEOPLE DAILY THAN YOU CAN SEE IN A MONTH

Furniture,

West
isiate. Almost new mission and oak
furniture, cut glass and Havtland
china, steel range, hot blast heater, refrigerator and sanitary couch.
Five-roohouse with bath can
rent for $20.
FOR SALE One large American
draft horse, and one medium native horse, city broke, one phaeton,
one small two seated road wagon,
two sets single harness. Cheap If
taken at once. Apply 1520. South
Third, or phone 906.
1106

m

Dr. Vaucaire's

Formula

Al-vara- do

Pharmacy

He Fought at Gettysburg.
David Parker, of Fayette, N. Y.,
who lost a foot at Gettysburg, writes:
"Electric Bitters have done me more
good than any medicine I ever took.
For teveral years I had stomach
trouble, and paid out much money
for medicine to little purpose, until
I began taking Electric Bitters.
I
would not take $500 for what they
have done for me." Grand tonic for
the aged and for female weakness.
Great alterative and body builder;
sure cure for lame uack and weak
kidneys.
Guaranteed by all druggists. 60c.

Pal Pinto Wells Mineral Water
cures and prevents constipation. Ask
your grocer for iu
McUidriwt

Minister Recommends
We have
used
Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy in our home for seven
years, and it has always proved to
be a reliable
remedy.
We
hava
found that It would do more than
the manufacturers claim for It. It
Is espaclaiy
good for croup and
whooping cough.
Rev. James A. Lewis,
Pastor Mil Sea, Minn., M. C. Church.
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy is
told by all druggists.
ORDER, YOCU HUYI.EIIS' AND
IX)M-.VS- '
CHRISTMAS CANDIES.
O. A. MATSON' A CO.
o
A Significant Tracer.
"May the lord help you make
Bucklen's Arnica Save known to all,"
writes J. G. Jenkins, of Chapel Hill,
N. C. It quickly took the pain out
of a felon for me and cured It in
Best on
wonderful short time."
earth for sore, burnt and wounds.
25c at all druggists.
A

MONEY to LOAN

Ros-wel-

December 25
Jos.

Homeopathic
O.VM.-IHH-

tiuuiiberlaln's lough Remedy.

Highland Livery
R AM BROOK BROS.
Plione 698.
ia John St.
Saddle horses a specialty.
Bet
drivers In the city. Proprietors of
"Sadie," the picnic wagon.

HUB.

Furniture, Pianos, Organs Horses,
Wagons and other Chattels also on
Dll. F. J. PATCIIIN
SALARIES AND WA.REHOUHB REPliylflnn ami Surgeon.
CEIPTS, as low at $10 and sa high at
$200. Loant are quickly made and
Office over Vnnn Brug Store. Ofstrictly private.
Tim: One month
to 12 a. in.. 2 to ft, ami
to one year given. Goods remain In 7fice hour'
Upto-Dat- e
to H p. in, PlioncK, office 411, res-llcyour possession. Our rates are reasHil.l.
onable. Call and see us before borrowing.
nil. it.
LADIES' TAILORING
HtsT
THE HOUSEHOLD IjOAN CO.
PliYniclan
Surgeon.
And DRESSMAKING"
and
Steamship tickets to and from alt
MIB8 CHAMK
parts of the world.
X. T. Armijo Building.
I1oiii
Rooms 8 and 4, Grant Bldg.
1)15. SOIiOMOV I
West Railroad Ave.
303
lU'RTON.
W. L. irlMBLi.
PRIVATE OFFICES ,
Physician
and
Kursreon.
44.
HlghlanJ ornce, 610 South Walter
Open Evenings.
LIVERY. RALE, FEED AND
WANTED Stenographers,, bookkeepKtreet. Thone 1030.
TKAXSFKR STABLES.
ers, salesmen, managers and office
men for open positions In New
IR8. 11RONSCN & BRONSON
Horses
and Mules Bought and ExMexico, Arisona, Texas and Mexchanged.
Homeonntlilo I'liVNlelan
and Surico.
Business Mens Association,
geons, (rvcr Vann's lrng Store.
REAL ESTATE BARGAINS
203
E. Central Ave., Albuquer-qu- e,
BEST TOURNOUTFlN THE CIT
N. M Phone 287.
Phone, Office and Res., 628.
Second Street between Central and
WANTED Able bodlea, unmarried
Copper Avenue.
men. between ages of tl and 15;
citlsent of United States, of good
DENTISTS
BADE.
FOR
temperate
habits,
character and
who can speak, read and write
English. For Information apply to
PH. J. II CRAFT
Six room house. West New
ALBUQUERQUE PLANING MILL
Recruiting Officer, 20J E. Central
York avenue
2,50
Pental Siirfferr.
Ave., Albuquerque, New Mexico.
4 room a bo be. Iron roof, lot
Room 2 and 3, liurnett Rulldlnff, THE OLDEST MILL IX THE CITY.
Ox4(H,
Mountain road,
WANTED Detectives; we want good
river lueuy'H itrxig more.
ytnen in need or mu&i, door, fnuia
1,500
near car line
men. Oldest secret service In UniA)MinUniits innlft by mail.
etc. Smvten u?ivlr
ai
.iu..,11
6 room cement Itouse, 3rd
ted States. No experience needed.
744.
Plione
South Una street, Teleplione 403.
2,000
ward
Write
We give full Instructions.
room
lot,
4
corner
frame,
today. American Detective
1,100
. D. S.
EDM CM) J. AIC.FK,
8rd ward
Tndlamtpolls, Ind.
8 room frame,
lota, close
WEALTHY LADY Income $2,200
ft
hours,
a.
m.
Office
8,000
to 12:30 p. m.
in
yearly, loving disposition, desires to
1:30 to ft p. m.
5 room brick, modem, corBEVOES IlEAnv It-vmarry. Gentleman living In the
Appointments made hy mail.
2,050
ner lot, 2nd ward
One Gallon Covers 600 Square Feet.
30H
west preferred.
Answer Immeewt Central Ave.
P1kiu 450.
6 room frame, stli ward,
HUOK PAINT
1 ,500
diately. Miss N.
767 Dept.. 85
corner
SUiw Leaks, IutH Five Years.
Fifth avenue, Chicago.
Three room brick, Fourth
J.P-A-LALAWYERS
1,400
ward
409 Wm$t Rautemd Awaum
Ono of the swellost res.
MONEY TO LOAN
7,500
dence in town
IL W. D. IITAN
Six room
brick, modern,
TOTI A OR API
8,250
close In
Money to loan at 8 per cent on
Attorney
at Law.
modroom
brick,
Seven
good real estate security .P. O. Box
Dealers
In
Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
8,500
ern
Grain and Fuel.
218.,
Ofllce, First National Bank Building.
Ranches from two to 200
Fine line of Imported 'Wines, Liquors
AlDuquerqiie. X. M.
acre.
ana cigars.
jfiace your orders
Ixits In all ports of town.
for this line with us.
E. W. DOBSOX '
alfalfa ranch withNORTH THIRD ST.
in a few lilookt of tne
Attorney at Iaw.
4,500
Htreet car line
The Business Mens Association
alfalfa ranch Ave
'
furnishes men for al) high class poTHIRD
Office. Cromwell niock,
miles north of town $65
sitions in New Mexico, Arisona, TexAlliuqiit'itiue,
X.
M.
per acre.
as and Mexico, and recommends only
those of highest character' and qualiFOR KENT.
.
fication.
IRA M. ROM)
House from 2 to 8 rooms.
Money to loan In sums to suit.
Business Mens Association, 203 U E.
A tr Kim l j or lYesl, and Suit
Meaut.
Attorney tit Icu.
Central Ave., Albuquerque, N.
Steam Sausage rVtorjr,
M. Phone 357.
EM
Hi
KLIEXWORT
Pensions, land Pntenta, CopyrluliU. Maoonlo Bullulng,
North Third fttreet
Caveats, Ijelf. r Patents, Trade
A. Hard Debt to Pay.
Shirk. Claims.
"I owe a debt of gratitude that
32 F. Htreet, N. M. WaHlilnjrton, T. C.
can never be paid off." writes G. S.
Clark, of Westfleld, Iowa, for my
Loans. Notary
Real
and
Estate
T1IOS. K. D. . JIADDISOX
rescue from death, by Dr. King's
Public. 215 W. Gold Ave.
New Discovery. Both lungs were so
Attorney-at-Ijaseriously affected that death teemed
Imminent, when I commenced takOfllce with V. H. Chllders,
ing New Discovery.
The ominous
117 West (.old Avenue.
dry, hacking cough quit before the ocxxiocxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxrxxxx
bot-Every Thing
llrst bottle used, and two more
l
lei made a complete cure." NothNecessary for
INSURANCE
ing has ever equaled New Discovery
for coughs, colds and all throat and
Housekeeping
lung complaints.
by
Guaranteed
P. A, SI.EYSTER
all druggti-ts- ,
50c and $1.00.
Trial
rooming flat, modern
hottes fres.
o
DAVIS & ZEARINC
a bargain. Bargains In
at
Xotary
Insurance, Ileal
STAGE TO JEM Fl, LEAVES Sll
Pubfle.
,real estate, call and see.
308 W. Gold A
WEST OU EVERY MOHMXU AT
Agent for Travelert' Acci5 O'CDOCK- Rooms 12 and It, Cromwell Block, CxTxxxxxxr
rxxziixxxxxxxxi !
dent & Dlfe Insurance Co.
Albuquerque, X. M. Phone 136.
Apitendlclth
la due In a large measure to abuse
A. li WALKF.Il
of the bowels, by employing drastic
purgatives. To avoid all danger, use
lire Insurance.
only Dr. King's New Ltfs Pills, the
afe, gentle cleansers and lnvlgora-tors- .
Mm
mil liulldlnff AiX'lutlon
reretiiry
Guaranteed to cure headache,
ZI9 South 2nd Strut
UI7 West Central Avenue.
biliousness, malaria and Jaundice, at OOOOOOOOOOXOOOOOOOOOOOOOQ
2 to.
all drug stores,
Tlie MlntiiK Camps of Colorado
Palace Car and Desert brand fruit
UNDERTAKERS
Utah and Xevaila; to Denver, Coloat Champion Grocery Co.
rado Springs and Pueblo is via the- On

MILLINERY
Styles

AT LOW PRICES

u

07.

a to

Don't Forget The

.

Asso-clatlo-

n.

Thos. F. Keleber
t

Employment Agencies

30-uc- re

STREET

eO-ar- re

A. MONTOYA

HOME

OUTFITTERS

For Rent

m

v.

Direct Route

M. L. SCHUTT

a

HOURER.1.

0 jiXPREP

s.

Stop That Cold

l'XTERTAKER.

RAILWAY
PR I 'A CI I & ADAMS
UNDERTAKERS.
EmlMilmlng

New Mexico

Educational
Association

i

If You Want A

SANTA FE, N. M

Plumber

Dec. 26 to 28,

Telephone No. 61
The Standard

1907

Kteln-Smit-

-

2t"ms

Preventics

a Specialty.

VETERINARY

fre-Vfji-

Frevt-ntictt-

Denver&RioGrand&

MAI

.

-

S1IKIU1.X. M. I.
Plijilr.an anil Surgeon.
I
Ufa Building.

Teh-phon- e

Attorney General James M. Her
Annual Meeting'
vey left Santa Fe last night for
l,
where he will spend Christmas
with his family. When he returns
to the capital the latter part of the
month he will be accompanied by
his family and they will take up
their permanent residence here. Mr.
M. Gaitcs
Mr.
Hervey will Join Governor Curry and
others of the irrigation communion CANDIES! CANDIES'! CANDIES!!!
Presents
who are going on a tour of the Pecos
3
SEE MATMIX & CO.
valley.
tiThe Distinguished American Koina
Auditor G. M. Smith, of the Harvey
tle Actor.
system, left Wednesday evening for
where he will be
San Francisco,
R
Joined' by several friends, some of
T
whom
extensively
have traveled
through Central America, and from
In the Sen.sutlonal English Siicec. there they will start on a three
months' pilgrimage to Nicaragua and
3
Cojita Rica.
The trip to Corlnto
4
RAFFLES
Nicaragua will take fifteen days and
"pTevwtirt"
early
Grippe
or
oM
with
To
rtwk
Mr. Smith will take several hundred
ure iftt fur i'liiiuioitia. To nop a old
photographs on his hunting and fish- tmtuift
THE AMATEUR CRACKSMAN
witb Pnsveniun U mt r than to let it run imd b
g
ing trips, and will also visit the oblifrt'fl
to cure it ltrwnl. To b sur
h
deeply
cuM,
even
euro
will
but
rubber
and
chocolate
t
The M4 FuHaa4iii( Play Ever
uy break, or M i lckets on sale uec. 25 to m
taken early
t tn nvz ta
plantation.
head oil the early ool'tv Tiit't turUjr bolter.
Written.
M
H
28.' return limit Dec. to
why
they
called
aro
Prevent!.
When the S'omach. Heart, or Kid- That's
H
Prevenliinaro liitla Candy Cold Cuthi. No Qufrv MH
A CoiiiMUiy of Notable Players.
A
ney nerves get weak, then these or- tiie,
no phynie, nothing sickening. Nice for tha
gans always fall. Don't drug the cliiMren and thoroughly tafa to. If you
i
Our work is as our name
An Event of Importance.
ache all over, think of
stomach, nor stimulate the Heart or chilly. If you ineex. if youmay
ahto tuva ball your
iTuvt iittca. rronit'tiife
3
Kidney. That is simply a make- Uviial
RATE
your
forget
if
And
knew.
don
ii
child,
't
E
implies, and our charges are
Get a prescription known to there U feverishiiet., nightor dy. herein prob'First Big Thrill of the season'--!- !.
Y. Herald shift.
DrupglsU everywhere as Dr. Shoop's ably
'
lies
gieatet nhcienoy, bold in
Restorative. The Restorative Is pre- 60 bo i 4 for the packet, air-- in
44
right.
txe of
treveiitu;
ou your tlnie'guut giving, you
I
'The production in Us entirety, just pared expressly for these weak
luit
nerves. Strengthen these nerves,
an prewiited for one year at
build them up with Dr. Shoop's ReOie Irliioca Theatre, N. Y.
storative tablets or liquid and see
i Standard Plumbing & Heating Co
g
how quickly help will come. Free
Prices: Matinee
50, 73, $1.00 sample tett sent on request by Dr.
Agmat
PURDY,
J
75, $1.00 $1.50 Snoop, Racine, Wis.
Your health
KlKht
x
i WANTED
Is surely worth this simple tett. Sold
T TOU csn
Curtain for Matinee at S:15.
1st It through
by all dealers.
ITTTirXITTXTXXXIXTXIXXJTll1
Curtaia for uiht, at :S0.
-- sismonua rivtnu column.
Christ mat
Matinee
ight

V. M.

I.OAX3

CARDS

Moat Market

Henry
by Mrs.
Recommended
Symes, to develop the butt from 4
to 6 Inches.
Guaranteed to be made from the
true Galega Extract.
It perfectly
hai mless.
The Vaucalre Formula is a general
tonic, but It hat a specific effect upon
the bust Price 76 cents. For sale by

Highland Pharmacy and

PERSONAL PROPERTY

BUSINESS

PHYSICIANS

r

WILLIAM BELDKX
Veterlniiry.
Surgery and lxiitlitry a Seolalty.
402 houtli 10.1illi Plione 405.
DR. II. 1. PETTI FORD"
Veterinary.
Practical Therapeutics.
Obstetrics
anil turnery on Homes, Cuttle, Sheep
H"K, iiB- - ami Cats. office with
121
Thornton, the Cleaner,
North
Third, Phone
40. Hospital and
Residence, 733 South Walter.
phone, 620. ,

HAIR

DRESSER AXD
DIST

CHIROPO-

Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors opposite the Alvarado and next door to
.sturgas' cafe, la prepared
to
scalp treatment, do hair
dressing, treat corns, bunions and Ingrowing nails.
She gives massage
treatment and manicuring.
Mrs.
Bambini's own preparation of complexion cream builds up the skin an. I
Improves thai complexion, and Is
MISCELLANEOUS
guaranteed not to be injurious. She
also prepares a hair tonic that cures
and prevents dandruff and hair fallF. W. SPENCER
ing out; restores life to dea hair:
removes moles, warts and superfluous
Architect.
hair. Massaga treatment by vibrator
1221 South Walter.
Plione 555. machines. For any blemish of the
face call and consult Mrs. Bambini
HOUGH DRV.
Do you know what this means? If
not ask our drivers to explain it to
you,
mo CURE
rWPERMIj LAUNDRY CO.
Real-deni-

'e

KILLthi COUGH

the LUNC3

Every
im

LUiurrau.il

Dr. King's
New Discovery
w,th

VOMiaE.
auu moiiitt Know

iMARVELWhirlingSprsv

$4.15

r. r.

Through the fertile San Luis Valley,
aLio to the San Juan county of Colorado.
For information aa to rules, train
service, dONCiiptive literature, etc.,
call on or addreas
F. II. McBRIDE,
A irent, Santa IV, X. M.
S. K. HOOPER,
G. P. & T. A Denver. Colo.
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THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES.

GUARANTEED SATISFAUXOiU
REFUNDED.

&2H MOMEY

4
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pace nonT.
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ALBUQUERQUE

AUCTION!

EVENING

CTTIZEK.

Wbott you dotlro Mb$oloto Com-

fort In Proporly

Closing Out Sale
xv

HE

it

4

u.rPT

r

ii rvM

iic

fx

I up

ure

(fOME

in and let us help you on the
Christmas gift proposition. We have
made special preparation for the holiday trade
and can take a lot of trouble off your hands.
We have the largest assortment we ever carried of House Slippers, Dress Slippers and Shoes.
ilen'a Nine, Stjlixh and Holla Wo . .
Men'i Slippers, Felt, Vlci Kid of Boi OoU
Women-- ) Sltoea, Iatmt KM, Vict Kid or Ioi Calf
Women's House Slippers, Felt or Kid
Women's Iftreai Slippers and Oxfords
lloys and Girl
Sttoe
. .;
Felt Slippers for lky and Girts

$3.00

to

'.75 to

$5.00
2.00
5.00
1.50
4.00
3.50

to
to
1.S5 to
1.00 to
75 to l.OO
wmKmmmmmmamanmsmmmsamKmmmmmmmmmtmammmtmmmm
1.75

5

fr

4a

.

axcoooaxoooooco

11

LAST CALL

Lf.nsj GrlndlcglOoni

FRAMES M. COIE
The Jeweler

213 West Central 213

Smoking Jackets
Bath Robes -Fancy Vests
Fancy Hosiery
Neckwear

AT k PRICE

Holiday Gifts
at Right Prices

Handkerchiefs-Initia- ls

Boys

UNTIL XHAS

MISS LUTZ
208 South Steond

DOXT

tXXXXXXXXXDCXXXXXXXOOOODOOOOO

JIOMDAY

Come early and get the first pick.
Juggling clown, mechanical toys SOo
sets, dust pan,
brush and broom on a stand. 15c
Iron Are engine, painted In bright
1.40
colors
machines, steel
sewing
Hand
frame, floral design, operating parts
full nickel, with clamp to fasten on
table, S1.25.
Oenulna briar pipes, amber mouth
piece, 7&o
CHl'lette Safety Razors, S4.75.
THE MAZE.
Win. KIKK.K. Proprietor.
Kcratch feed for poultry has given
excellent results to hundred of par
ticular fofliT. It will please you.
Samples free. Out of town orders
1
promptly, tsi. w. ree,
MlilMMKl
.
South i'lrst Street, Hume
FKE'S HOME MADE CANDIES.
Toy housekeepers'

THE

DIAMOND PALACE

,

PEIiAY TOUR
TKAIHNU.

Railroad Avenue

Diamond, Watches, Jewelry, Cut GUum, Clocks, Silverware.
Inrlta roar trade and guarantee A Square Deal.

We

OKD0Ce00K0O

.

oo-60-

Ve Glean

Clothes

Your

waitox'b Dituq stork.
ri i nirtnrl msv ha had
each.
office

CLEAN
Our Pressine
MONTEZUMA

stays

CLEANING AND

Pressed

'

"

Phone

1103.

208 South Second Street
Chinese, Japanese, Indian
and Mexican Goods, Curios, China, Vases and Straw
Articles, Fancy Ware and

SAM KEE

Bric-a-br-

ooooooK)oooooo
)

ac

omomomcmosomcmcmomomcmcmo

00OtK3Ofl30000D4K30

This is the last week
before Christmas
OUR FULL HOLIDAY LINE IS
NOW DISPLAYED
Smoking Jackets, Bath Robes.
Dressing Gowns, Silk Hat Cases
Silk Ascots,
Ties to.y
Four-in-Ha-

nd

Suspender Sets, Leather Cuff Cases
Leather Handkerchief Cases,
Leather Collar Bags.
Prince Albert Suits,
Full Dress Suits.

Open Evenings Until Christmas

E. L. WASHBURN CO.
119 South Second

:

II

KITE'S DELICIOUS HOT CHOCO
LATE. WAXTOX'S DRUG STOKE.

119 West Gold ,

a

$1.50 up
75c to $2.00

THE CENTRAL AVENUE CLOTHIER

Suitable for Christmas Gifts. Quality is
the criterion of cheapness, and for 25
years it has been our aim to sell goods
that will give satisfaction. We are not
making startling' discounts on goods
that have been marked too high, but are
giving the very best values possible.
Compare our cut glass (the Celebrated
Hawks) especially, with that offered
elsewhere, and you will surely bring u.
'
your trade.

FOR CHRISTMAS
1T7E

HAVE made; it the inviolate rule of our business,
and have laid it upon our honor, to offer forjsale
only such things as ate unequivocally the best in most
cases, regardless of price. Many articles, such as table
silver, fine hand painted china, and cut glass, can be
secured of us at about half what you pay dealers that
carry it as a side line. Suggestive of what we have:

,

Remember, we are headquarters for everything in the
Jewelry line, Diamonds, Watches, Rings, Necklaces,
Bracelets, Combs, Lorgnettes, Purses, Shopping Bags,
Silver Tea Sets, Plated Sets, Knives and Forks, Carv-in- g
sets, Water Sets, Toilet Sets, Manicuring Sets, Jewel
Cases, Silver Clocks, Gilt Clocks, Grandfather's Clocks,
Canes, Umbrellas, and an unequaled assortment of Cut
Glass

Fine Haviland China in sets or odd pieces, hand
painted China,
dinner sets, cut glass,
vases, ornamental lamps, Roger Bros, table silver,
carving sets, chafing dishes, after-dinntea sets,
fine shaving sets, cutlery, scissors, guns, revolvers,
all kinds of mechanics' tools in sets.
semi-porcela-

in

er

Buy your wife a "Majestic" Range
None Better

Wagner Hardware Co.

The Leading Jeweler

321-32- 3

West Central

Usefti I Holiday Gifts
The
that

COMPANY

PRESSING

210 West Gold.

at

at The

assortment

SIMON STERN

.

.

Citizen

;

Felt Slippers

Fancy Suspenders

Diamonds Jewelry
'
Cut Glass, etc.,
--

to 35c

$4.00

Mufflers-Go- od

House Slippers

This is the 25th year that we have catered
to you in the line of

5

15

5uitsA nice line at

Sweaters and

;

$3.50 to $12.00
$3.50 to $9.00
$1.75 to $4.50
25c to $1.25
25c to $2.00

25 per cent Discount
on Smoking Jackets

FOR

ry

ALL HATS

lOT.

on Premises

To the People of Albuquerque

illefore you finish up your Christmas purchasing, don't neglect to we
"Hawley on the Corner." You'll find
him right there with the goods and
the prices. As we have said before,
there is nothing that would make a
better gift than an Eastman kodak.
It Is a little out of the
line, and would be appreciated by
any one of tnata.
Also don't forget that we are closing out our line of tops, for keeps,
and In order to do so, will sell for
what we can get. largest and handsomest, line In town. Right along
with toys goes candy for the stockings.
We've got It from ten cents a
pound up, and you'll find It cheaper,
quality for quality, than most dealers ask.
If you have a friend who Is a read-- ,
er, try him on one of our fine new
copyright books.
Half a thousand
just In .and they' will be sold for
Just sixty cents while they last. Or
give him a box of our Christmas
stationery.
It's mighty nice.
Hoping to see you before Christmas, we remain.
.Very truly yours,
IlAWIiKY OX THE OOltXKK.
OppoMite lohtoflice.

It,

DITC.

Holiday Goods

BEBDER OPTICAL CO.

HOSiutb Second St.

Worth of (rrorprles consisting; of the
bpt products of American and foreign countries, will poltlvely be olU
at auction or co.h. This Is an opportunity that hould appeal to all,
becnuae we nil have to eat or
Mr. C. N. Urigham, the well known
Krocer, located at 118 South Second
siieet, opposite the First National
Hunk, having other large business Interests to look afier has determined
to dispose of hla stock of groceries,
hordes, delivery wagons, fixtures, etc.,
at auction. They will go to the highest bldilr for cash. If you have any
doubts about the above statement
bo present nt the time below mentioned and watch me hand out goods
at whatever price you may chooM to
bid.
Sule begins Wednesday afternoon. Ilecember 18th, at 2 o'clock
p. m. and will continue afternoons
and evenings until this mammoth
stock Is disposed of. ThLs is a rare
chance for the merchant, and house
wife lo stock up. Nothing will be
sr"d at private sale after sale opens.
Store will b closed Monday and
Tuesday In order to arrange goods.
SCOTT KNIGHT,
Auctioneer.
THE

fitted Ola$to

Consult U$.

$3,000.00

iTr

TIICKKDAV,

A LITTLE STORE

gift

proves useful will always be appreciated more than
Many useful, as well as practical holiday
gifts can be secured at our store.

any other.

WELL FILLED

Here Ate a Few Suggestions

I

With choice Jewelry, Silverware
and everything in the line, bought
with judgment and experience, and
sold at reasonable prices.

Stag Handle Carvers
Table Cattery

Shaving Sets
Pocket Knives
Tea and Coffee Spoons
Ranges

Saddles

Pators

VANN JEWELRY CO.
One Door South of Drug Store

CANDY

The

AmericanCloak
Company

SCHUTT'S

SI 9 WEST CENTRAL
DISCOUNT Or? Pjp PER CENT ON

AT

210 SOUTH BKCOMO

S5T.

ALL SUITS AND CLOAKS

The only exclusive Candy
Dealer in the city.

CASH

OK INSTALLMENT

Large Desirable Assortment. Must Go
Extra Fancy Bon Bons,
lanuary 1st

Home Made, Fresh, Pure,

Chocolates, Fruit and Nut
Candies, Candy Canes
Complete Line of Ladies' Ready Made Garments,
and Staples. Choicest line
some Silk Petticoats, Fine Shirt Waists.
of Candy Baskets
and
Boxes In the Southwest.

-

Full 2,000 Pounds

la

Christmas Candy

BUY YOU'

WE GUARANTEE

Be-fo- fe

every ton of coal leaving our yard, and Jiave always made this guarantee. The following ad, or one
similar to it, appeared for years in both our daily papers.

2,000 Pounds Guaranteed or a Present
Made of the Coal.
We defy any individual, firm or corporation to truthfully say that short weight waa ever given to any of
our customers.
WE HANDLE THE BEST Gallup Coal, American
Block, Crested Butte Hard Coal, Furnace, Stove and
Nut. Also Mill Wood, Mountain Wood, Kindling and
Coke.

Hand- -

CALL AND SEE OUR NEW STORE

JOHN S. BEAVEN

502 Sooth

First

